Petition to support UVM Campus Children's School
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Date and time
6/3/2020 19:07:06
6/3/2020 16:15:53
6/6/2020 11:15:51
6/3/2020 14:54:54
6/3/2020 17:12:20
6/3/2020 15:24:32
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9
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12

6/3/2020 17:38:46
6/3/2020 12:24:22
6/3/2020 16:15:30
6/3/2020 10:58:46
6/3/2020 20:53:20
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6/6/2020 13:07:18 Bonnie Sargent
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22
23

6/2/2020 15:36:00
6/2/2020 14:58:01
6/3/2020 15:51:57
6/2/2020 17:00:09
6/2/2020 23:10:24
6/3/2020 20:05:49
6/3/2020 9:03:42
6/4/2020 9:31:52
6/3/2020 14:22:15
6/3/2020 9:45:32
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6/4/2020 23:03:44 Anne Larson
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43

6/3/2020 13:46:10
6/2/2020 13:46:29
6/2/2020 14:25:07
6/2/2020 15:56:00
6/2/2020 15:58:48
6/2/2020 17:15:23
6/2/2020 22:12:59
6/2/2020 22:17:52
6/2/2020 22:49:37
6/2/2020 22:58:44
6/2/2020 23:17:44
6/3/2020 2:57:48
6/3/2020 6:59:36
6/3/2020 7:14:45
6/3/2020 7:39:07
6/3/2020 8:26:06
6/3/2020 8:28:34
6/3/2020 8:58:33
6/3/2020 9:05:51
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Name:
Anelise Browne
Missie
Christelle Manon
Alexandra Thomsen
Madeline King
Dan Detore

Jake Van Buren
Peggy Gallagher
Vicki Witalec
Adam Boone
Peggy Burke

Sally S Sargent
Christine Smith
Phyllis Wolfe
Amanda Reid
Joseph Meyer
Taylor Williams
Jessica bean
Natasha Simon
Janelle Sarnevitz
Tatiana Amaya

Yeshnaya Dougherty
David Weissberger
Alicia Simmons
Ellen Drolette
Sara Kruk
Jenn Maestas
Brandy Paul
Madigan Rollins
Alison segar
Jess Lasher
Tian berry
Dana Lake
Deanna
Nina Mazuzan
Jordan Simanskas
Kim Ransom
Erika McCarthy
Jennifer Maglaris
Carolyn Moore

C

D

UVM Affiliation
Email
anelisebrowne@gmail.coma friend
A
friendsouthern
sent this to me
missievt@hotmail.com
Active
Cmanon14@gmail.com community member
Alexhthomsen@gmail.comAdjunct
Alum of faculty
Campus
mking66195@gmail.com Children's School
Alum parent
dcdetore@gmail.com
Alumni and child of UVM
faculty
jakecvb@gmail.com
Pgallagher13@verizon.netAlumni parent
Alumni parent
Ppvwit@yahoo.com
Alumni spouse
Adboone1@gmail.com
Attended
UVM for 2
yearsofand
all 3 of my
pbrk123@comcast.net
Aunt
Chelsea
Reynolds, an
outstanding teacher at
sargentfarm@vermontel.net
Aunt of current older
sallyssargent@gmail.com south student
Aunt
of family
student
ctabor@comcast.net
Caring
member
and advocate for
ptlwolfe@gmail.com
Areid@vermontfederal.orgCCS Parent
CCS Parent!
jmeyer3@gmail.com
Child
of former UVM
Taylor.williams@hws.edu staff and student
Childcare ymca
101jessicabean101@gmail.com
citizen
nsimon8@gmail.com
janelle.sarnevitz@uvm.eduClinical Instructor
CMC student
Tamaya23@cmc.edu
Colleague in academic
institution
anne.larson@usu.edu
Colleague to many uvm
grads
yeshnaya@gmail.com
moonpeach@outlook.comCommunity member
Community member
Day.alicia@gmail.com
Emdrolette@gmail.com Community member
Community member
srkruk@comcast.net
Community member
Jenn@cummingselectric.com
Community member
bpaul128@gmail.com
madiganrollins@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
Vtsegar@gmail.com
Community member
Jessicasherwoodlasher@gmail.com
Tianberry25@gmail.com Community member
Community member
DanaFranL@aol.com
Community member
bcffamilyreunion@gmail.com
Nmazuzan@gmail.com Community member
Community member
joeudude@aol.com
Kndransom@yahoo.com Community member
Community member
erika.lynne.parker@gmail.com
Community member
Maglarisj@yahoo.com
Community member
Mrscarolynmoore@gmail.com

6/3/2020 9:24:56 Amy
amyspowers@gmail.com Community member
6/3/2020 9:34:06 Kailee Brickner-McDonald Kailee.ann@gmail.com Community member
6/3/2020 9:35:32 Jennifer Chitgopker
jchitgopker@cvoeo.org Community member
6/3/2020 9:43:47
6/3/2020 9:48:25
6/3/2020 10:24:25
6/3/2020 10:54:53
6/3/2020 11:16:15
6/3/2020 11:24:20
6/3/2020 11:44:59
6/3/2020 11:54:03

Jenne Morton
Kathleen Bruce
Lisa Myers
April Leafey
Dan Zang
Collin parker
Sarah Waterman
Diane Lang

Community member
jenne@bridgeschoolvermont.org
Community member
Kbruce57@gmail.com
ldmyers0413@comcast.netCommunity member
Community member
aprilleafey@gmail.com
Community member
Dzinvt@gmail.com
collindukefan@yahoo.comCommunity member
swaterman@sbschools.netCommunity member
Community member
dianelizabethlang@yahoo.com

E
Comments

I grew up in Burlington and went to this school from birth through age three.
The UVM child Care is such a sentimental as well as loving and caring installation in the UVM community as well as Burlington community as a whole. The continuation of this
facility has the ability to impact many children's and families lives and only a positive manner. I hold dearly on to the many precious memories that I have of this facility. I only hope
that such memories maybe a part of future childrens lives.

My hope is for your voices to be heard and acted on. This is so wrong in so many ways, the Campus Children's School is outstanding, I have visited, seen what these lucky children
are doing and how they are learning, it is of paramount importance for them to continue.
When the State of Vt has been facing childcare issues for years and the State University closes their day care with no notice is totally unacceptable. Our tax dollars help fund our
University and the least that could be done is to stay open while other avenues are explored.
Please look at other alternatives to keeping the school open. Closing this so quickly is a blow to your staff and their children.
I would be willing to do whatever I can from a far. Happy to make phone calls, write letters, whatever

Keep this program!!!!

This is the absolute wrong time to be closing child care centers!
Community collaboration and stakeholder engagement is where great ideas are generated. Come on UVM. You can make this work!

The goal of providing higher education needs to be nurtured in young minds.
The Center is sorely needed in our community. There already is a shortage of quality early-education centers and this only worsens the problem.

It's your duty to provide child care to your employees!

I received notice that UVM's Campus Children's School was closing because our family was on the waitlist. Finding quality childcare is such a challenge, now more families have to
start the search all over again. It seems that things could have been done differently. The State was providing support to childcare centers during this time, families had to pay half
of their tuition and the state paid the other half, this was done so childcare centers could remain open and stable. Why didn't UVM take advantage of this opportunity? This is a
heartbreaking situation for families, staff and the community. We need to take care of each other during this challenging time and cutting jobs and putting families in a situation
without childcare is not taking care of our community.
This is a public good that also benefits students at the University. Please invest in our community!
The UVM Campus Children's School is a valuable resource for the community. Not only for the families it serves, but it is a center where those who are interested in becoming early
childhood educators can be mentored.
This closure is not helping this. Immunity maintain balance.. people need childcare to work.. what is up with this???

A fantastic pre school program. Our son attended a few years ago. A huge loss to UVM and the community if it was to be discontinued.
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58

A
6/3/2020 12:06:27
6/3/2020 13:22:47
6/3/2020 13:23:20
6/3/2020 13:32:58

B
Emily Rodovick
Emily Billado
Mary Beth Thomas
Katie McMurray

C
D
Community member
ead925@gmail.com
emily.c.billado@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
Marybeth7424@yahoo.com
Community member
auroralearningcentervt@gmail.com

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

6/3/2020 13:46:11
6/3/2020 13:47:31
6/3/2020 13:48:05
6/3/2020 13:57:41
6/3/2020 14:10:55
6/3/2020 14:19:39
6/3/2020 14:21:01
6/3/2020 14:23:44

Brook Bowley
Chris Reid
Larry Bowley
Amy Pankewich
Halle DuMoulin
Anne McGinn
Lydia Fitzgerald
Emily Mitch

Brookbowley@gmail.com Community member
Chrisnreid.802@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
Yfty3@yahoo.com
am.mbro@hotmail.com Community member
halledumoulin@gmail.comCommunity member
Anne.vondran@gmail.comCommunity member
Lfitzgeraldr@gmail.com Community member
Community member
e.mitch08@gmail.com

67
68
69
70
71
72
73

6/3/2020 14:37:02
6/3/2020 14:39:32
6/3/2020 14:39:57
6/3/2020 14:45:19
6/3/2020 15:09:43
6/3/2020 15:20:37
6/3/2020 15:26:31

Hollis Easter
Brianne Lucas
Benjamin Wisehart
Renee Greenlee
Mike Lucas
Rida Kori
Shannon Whitehouse

hollispublic@gmail.com Community member
brianne.towne@yahoo.comCommunity member
Community member
Benjamin.wisehart@gmail.com
Community member
greenlee.renee@gmail.com
Community member
Mikelucasemail@gmail.com
Community member
ridakori@gmail.com
Community member
Swhitehousevt@yahoo.com

74
75
76
77
78
79

6/3/2020 15:29:02
6/3/2020 15:31:28
6/3/2020 15:33:32
6/3/2020 15:37:14
6/3/2020 15:40:15
6/3/2020 15:40:34

Laura Dlugolecki
Sheri Brisson
Alex Gardner
Heather Hamilton
Carissa Quinlan
Elise Clancy

Community member
laura.dlugolecki@gmail.com
srbrisson64@gmail.com Community member
Community member
alex.gardner.95@hotmail.com
Community member
heatherh@edgevt.com
Community member
carissa.e.quinlan@gmail.com
Timothyelise1@gmail.comCommunity member

80
81
82
83

6/3/2020 15:53:12
6/3/2020 15:58:13
6/3/2020 15:59:44
6/3/2020 16:19:42

Laura Harvey
Sage Collins
Jamie Smith
Haleigh

harveywolfe2@gmail.com Community member
Sage_collins@icloud.com Community member
Jamielyncram@yahoo.comCommunity member
Community member
Haleigh@tcsvt.org

84
85
86
87
88
89
90

6/3/2020 16:21:21
6/3/2020 16:23:17
6/3/2020 16:29:40
6/3/2020 16:38:26
6/3/2020 16:49:43
6/3/2020 16:52:00
6/3/2020 17:04:30

Sara Granstrom
Suzanne
Grace Oedel
Sarah Schifilliti
Catherine S Walsh
James Layman
Peggy Price

Mortsnarg@hotmail.com Community member
Miacometisle@gmail.com Community member
grace.oedel@gmail.com Community member
Community member
Sarahparenteau1@gmail.com
Whistlehillfarm@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
jll37gulc@comcast.net
peggy.a.price@gmail.com Community member

91
92

6/3/2020 17:07:34 Mary Lou Powers
6/3/2020 17:15:36 Abbie Israel

Community member
maryloupowers15@gmail.com
abbieisrael@gmail.com Community member
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95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

6/3/2020 17:21:25
6/3/2020 17:33:56
6/3/2020 17:42:51
6/3/2020 17:51:50
6/3/2020 17:54:59
6/3/2020 17:55:14
6/3/2020 17:56:35
6/3/2020 18:02:55
6/3/2020 18:05:20
6/3/2020 18:05:44
6/3/2020 18:09:15
6/3/2020 18:11:26
6/3/2020 18:26:03
6/3/2020 18:38:46
6/3/2020 18:51:32
6/3/2020 18:54:58
6/3/2020 19:01:32
6/3/2020 19:36:23
6/3/2020 20:35:14
6/3/2020 20:59:51
6/3/2020 21:02:15
6/3/2020 21:04:35

Community member
suetoolin@gmail.com
Community member
b4toolin@yahoo.com
Community member
Lindabaker8847@gmail.com
Community member
Winters
Community member
Jenbostwick190@gmail.com
Community member
nanasobx@gmail.com
Community member
rtwimble@gmail.com
Sgerbrand@hotmail.ca Community member
mymadyma@gmail.com Community member
Community member
cnold@sbschools.net
Sboldwin11@yahoo.com Community member
Dakota.lauree@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
murrayclasen@comcast.net
LLR082103@yahoo.com Community member
Danimande33@gmail.comCommunity member
Debalper@hotmail.com Community member
kellywells1971@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
katelynwilliams0495@gmail.com
Community member
Win.geri@hotmail.com
bmodelle@outlook.com Community member
Community member
bairdc@gmail.com
Community member
yanich220@gmail.com

Susan Toolin
Robert Toolin
Linda Baker
Skyla
Jen Bostwick
Shirley Mays
Ryan Wimble
Sharron Herbrand
Lynn Dempsey
Christie Nold
Sarah Boldwin
Dakota Panacci
Theresa Murray
Linda DuBose
Danielle Anderson
Debbie Alper
Kelly Wells
Katelyn Williams
Geri Adams
Bradley Modelle
Clark Baird
Yani Ynesta

E

CCS has been an extremely important education center at UVM for years not only for the patrons but the education students as well. Hopefully you will recognize itsimportance.to
the UVM community and reconsider funding to keep it open.
Sad to see my grandsons school closing. Please reopen the school it is beneficial not only for faculty and staff but students as well. Re-open CCS!
CCS changes the lives of many students, parents, families, and community members. Please reconsider closing its doors.

As access to childcare in the greater Burlington area continues to wither, it will become harder and harder to attract and keep younger professionals in the area, including both
graduate students and junior faculty. I urge you to stem the tide and keep this program open, out of both humanitarian concern and simple self-interest. Thank you!
This service is crucial not only to the staff but to the opportunity to educate students in this field to bring them to their fullest potential.
I stand with the parents at CCS. The need for childcare within our community is great, and even greater now in light of the pandemic and social uncertainty.

This school is not only a State model, but a national model of what childcare can be. Closing this school is a devastating loss to the community and to Vermont's children. I can't
believe that closing childcare would even be a consideration in Vermont, where childcare demand is so high and there are so few options. Please reconsider the decision to close
the school, there are other paths forward!

An amazing center

Abruptly closing has impacted many, staff, families, children and the community. Alternative methods of providing childcare while staying in compliance with CDC is possible.
I owe a lot to who I am today to my early education at the UVM campus childcare center. I implore the university to please re-consider this closure.

Given that VT state government has identified early childhood care/education as a major roadblock to economic development— not to mention covid-19 recovery— this closure is a
disgrace.
You are getting rid of a beautiful part of UVM. How about cutting from the top?
Please find a way to save this center.

This appears like a very heartless decision to close a campus preschool without notice. UVM needs to value families.
I have seen how children have grown and flourished at Campus Children's school! When I speak to my nurse and medical colleagues about my grandaughters' experience at
Campus Childrens School I describe the school, teachers and child care as the gold standard for education and child care!! This experience needs to continue so we can care for
our future generation.
All lives matter but most importantly our children. An 80 year legacy should never be dismissed so abruptly.
So many staff at UVM/UVMMC entrusted the center with their children from infancy on what a loss for professionals who work tirelessly to improve the health of our community and
provide the best in education to our young minds.
A very important resource to attract and retain the best employees in Vermont. This is a safe and nurturing environment for the children in the UVM community.

This is a wonderful school and all options should be considered before closing.

Please open sgsin
My daughter studied Early Ed. at UVM and benefited so much from her learning experience at this school.

The compromise solution posed here is reasonable and I hope is being considered.
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A
B
C
D
6/3/2020 21:15:23 Chloe
Therrien.chloe@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
6/3/2020 21:27:47 Kathleen Benitez Martinez K.benitez.martinez@gmail.com

117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

6/3/2020 21:28:41
6/3/2020 21:35:07
6/3/2020 21:42:05
6/3/2020 21:46:45
6/3/2020 21:50:02
6/3/2020 21:53:14
6/3/2020 22:07:24
6/3/2020 22:36:12
6/3/2020 23:16:56
6/3/2020 23:55:28
6/4/2020 0:56:27
6/4/2020 3:14:22

Iris Kimball
Erin Seward
Adele
Lauren Smith
John Davy
Gwen Farrington
Jennifer Buzzell
Catherine Redlein
Sam
Haley McCabe
Khari Lizotte
Desiree zerquera

iriskimball@yahoo.com Community member
eseward21@gmail.com Community member
adele_pilon@hotmail.com Community member
Community member
Laurenmtsmith@yahoo.com
davy.john.m@gmail.com Community member
Community member
Gwenwf@aol.com
Jbuzzell1211@gmail.com Community member
Community member
Catherine.Redlein@gmail.com
Community member
Skelding.samuel@yahoo.com
Community member
haley.mccabe1@gmail.com
Khari.lizotte@gmail.com Community member
Ddzerquera@usfca.edu Community member

129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

6/4/2020 6:54:07
6/4/2020 7:11:50
6/4/2020 7:37:41
6/4/2020 7:48:53
6/4/2020 7:49:18
6/4/2020 7:51:43
6/4/2020 7:52:10
6/4/2020 7:59:55

Megan Browning
Jennifer Fink
Jane I Boisvert
Heidi Western
Melissa LaFrance
Nina L Ridhibhinyo
Erin Boyd
Rachael

Community member
meganbrowning@gmail.com
jenn_fink@hotmail.com Community member
janeboisvert@gmail.com Community member
Hwestern@sbschools.net Community member
Lafrancelake@aol.com Community member
Community member
nina.ridhibhinyo@gmail.com
boyd.erin.e@gmail.com Community member
rachaelnoel18@yahoo.comCommunity member

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

6/4/2020 8:11:54
6/4/2020 8:24:27
6/4/2020 8:26:39
6/4/2020 8:40:34
6/4/2020 9:01:29
6/4/2020 9:16:48
6/4/2020 9:26:57
6/4/2020 9:27:54
6/4/2020 9:44:07
6/4/2020 10:02:01
6/4/2020 10:13:48
6/4/2020 10:34:35
6/4/2020 10:45:33
6/4/2020 11:42:43
6/4/2020 12:29:55
6/4/2020 13:00:11
6/4/2020 13:06:10
6/4/2020 13:25:16

Joanne Hekkers
Ari Sadri
Harold L. Bates
Erin Kirkpatrick
Abigail Draper
Sofia gonella
Savana Paciulli
James Richmond
Caitlin Waddick
Megan K Ayers
Simon Schreier
Sarah Webb
Jo Altman
Angela Armour
Alyssa Chen
Catherine Parrish
Sierra Saia
Jennifer Agnew

Joanne106@hotmail.com Community member
Community member
arisadri@gmail.com
Community member
hbates@shelburnefarms.org
Community member
piedipo@gmail.com
Community member
abby3917@gmail.com
sofichachp@hotmail.com Community member
Community member
paciullisavana1993@gmail.com
richmondaj@gmail.com Community member
Community member
Caitlin.Waddick@gmail.com
meganayers3@gmail.com Community member
simonsch.says@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
sarahwebb37@shelburnefarms.org
jaltman2017@icloud.com Community member
Community member
angiearmour124@gmail.com
lyssa.chen@gmail.com Community member
hobiecayat@gmail.com Community member
Sierransaia@gmail.com Community member
Community member
jagnew206@gmail.con
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156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166

6/4/2020 14:19:50
6/4/2020 14:25:08
6/4/2020 14:30:48
6/4/2020 14:41:34
6/4/2020 15:01:57
6/4/2020 15:41:34
6/4/2020 15:57:48
6/4/2020 15:59:24
6/4/2020 16:08:51
6/4/2020 17:01:21
6/4/2020 18:58:48
6/4/2020 20:04:15

Gail M Schwartz
Mary Haskell
Margaret Brosseau
Lorraine Colburn
colette foster-weston
Kit Harrington
Marisa Duncan Holley
Taylor
Carrie
Cyrus Grennon
Bonnie Cormia
Laura

Community member
gail@gailwrites.net
amhask@vermontel.com Community member
Community member
Mambrosseau@myfairpoint.net
lorriecolburn@hotmail.comCommunity member
Community member
colette.foster-weston@jsc.edu
kit.harrington@ymail.com Community member
Community member
marisadh@gmail.com
Community member
tay.herbrand23@gmail.com
Community member
Ccliffo89@gmail.com
Community member
Cyrus.grennon@h2oinnovation.com
Community member
bcormia94@gmail.com
Lingalls31@hotmail.com Community member
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168
169
170
171
172

173
174
175

6/4/2020 20:35:40
6/4/2020 20:38:46
6/4/2020 20:57:52
6/4/2020 22:47:25
6/4/2020 23:03:03
6/4/2020 23:46:53

Sandra Sonntag
Christine Carone
Jennifer Piper
Betsy Brown
Chrissy McDaniel
Eilzabeth Steed

6/5/2020 0:03:45 Katie Mangieri
6/5/2020 0:07:27 Kevin Kehoe
6/5/2020 5:15:46 Heather Leibenguth

Community member
sandrasonntag802@gmail.com
Community member
christinecarone@gmail.com
Community member
jheeb07@gmail.com
betsy.t.brown@gmail.com Community member
C.magliano@hotmail.com Community member
Community member
elizabeth.steed@gmail.com

Community member
Specialist.katiemccarthy@gmail.com
Community member
kkehoe1@gmail.com
Community member
Heatherd1127@comcast.net

E

We love UVM Day Care. My daughter was one of the recipient. Best in Vermont. I visited a lot of day cares in Vermont and nothing compares to this institution. Staff were great!!!

Affordable child care is crucial. Be a good citizen, UVM!
The loss of the CCS will be devastating to so many. Please reconsider the decision for all concerned. Thank you!

Don't underestimate the importance to your students

Essential for many especially women of color
I strongly support the need to explore alternatives for closure. Please keep the school open, at the very least for the remainder of this academic year, to give families and staff time
to make other arrangements.

People are struggling to get back to work... why would you make it more difficult for your employees to return to work??? What is UVM thinking???
The lack of inclusivity in making this decision is very disappointing and inconsistent with my understanding of UVM's values as a community institution.
Please compromise and look to high salary earnings that could take pay cuts.
Childcare is a building block of healthy families and communities. You should already be well aware of the lack of childcare options for families in Vermont. Please stay open, this is
something the state should be supporting.
This will help so many of my colleagues that I felt compelled to stand with them. Please?

This is a direct attack on the stability of working families and the very values that UVM claims to hold dear. Put families first!
We need participatory decision-making at the university.

Essential service to all employed by UVM. Shutting the school down also disproportionately hurts female employees who are overwhelmingly in the majority of caregivers of small
children.
Education is fundamental.
My grandchildren thrived in this program and their UVM employed parents were able to feel confident in their care and stay in closer contact
The loss of this program to the early childhood & family community would be incalculable. Please reconsider.
The Campus School is one of the best in the state as well as internationally known. Please save this exemplary school.

This is a resource crucial to your employees, be smart.

It's the socially responsible thing to keep the center open for the coming Academica year to explore options not only for the future of the center but also families impacted by the
intended closure. There are wait list for quality-care childcare centers. And how is UVM going to retain and attract talented staff and early-childhood education majors without the
center?

Please keep the Campus Children's School open. It provides a vital services for families and young children in our community.
The UVM Children’s Center is an exemplar preschool. Many private and public universal prekindergartens look to the center for best practices and innovation. Closing the school is
at a detriment to not only the families that attend, but to UVM students looking to gain experience in early education, and preschools across the state that strive to emulate the
program. Finally, UVM is sending the message that early education is easily disposable and does not matter which is very concerning in a state that was first in the country for a
universal PreK program for each and every child.
Please save UVM
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177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
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A
6/5/2020 5:26:48
6/5/2020 6:21:00
6/5/2020 6:59:40
6/5/2020 7:57:02
6/5/2020 8:01:52
6/5/2020 9:05:52
6/5/2020 9:15:41
6/5/2020 9:19:05
6/5/2020 10:17:11
6/5/2020 11:57:51
6/5/2020 12:16:05
6/5/2020 12:50:39
6/5/2020 12:57:33

B
Josh carter
Elissa Schuett
Nicole Houghton
Regina Stefanelli
Maureen Knudson
Billie Slade
Deirdre Gill
Jen Lacy
Donna Foster-Mendicino
Micaela Kobeissi
Kate Rogers
Kate Nahstoll
Emily Hawes

C
D
Community member
Jcarter@shelburnefarms.org
Community member
eschuett@gmail.com
Community member
Nicolehoughton802@gmail.com
rmstefanelli@hotmail.com Community member
Community member
knudsonmaureen@gmail.com
Sladebilliej@gmail.com Community member
deirdre@deirdregill.com Community member
jenniferlacy5@gmail.com Community member
Community member
dieselkeys@gmail.com
Micaeladiane@gmail.com Community member
Kate.rogers@vermont.govCommunity member
Community member
Knahstoll@yahoo.com
Community member
emiboone@gmail.com

189
190
191

6/5/2020 13:10:08 Courtney Mulcahy
6/5/2020 14:14:41 Kenzie McCain
6/5/2020 15:51:09 Rama Kocherlakota

Community member
courtneymulcahy@gmail.com
Kenzie.mccain@gmail.comCommunity member
Community member
ramakocherlakota@gmail.com

192
193

6/5/2020 17:00:10 Lisa Ellis
6/5/2020 18:05:35 Paul Fleckenstein

Lellis@maplerun.org
pflecken@gmail.com

Community member
Community member

194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

6/5/2020 20:01:33
6/5/2020 21:03:40
6/5/2020 23:28:40
6/6/2020 6:52:37
6/6/2020 7:47:50
6/6/2020 7:57:13
6/6/2020 8:11:38
6/6/2020 9:51:52
6/6/2020 9:55:31
6/6/2020 10:36:29
6/6/2020 10:43:36

Renee Mandigo
Polly Darnell
Justin Crowther
Carla Hesler
Christina Goy
Jenn stevens
Amy King
Shawna Lidsky
Jim Johnson
Jessica alexson
Sarah Cover

Community member
rmamandigo@aol.com
Community member
fido14@gmavt.net
Community member
justinedwardcrowther@gmail.com
Community member
Chesler@smcvt.edu
Community member
Cgoy46@hotmail.com
jennstevens72@gmail.comCommunity member
amyraeking@hotmail.com Community member
Community member
Slidsky@yahoo.com
Community member
jjohepicacomcast.net
Community member
Alexson12@gmail.com
Community member
sairbk@msn.com

205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

6/6/2020 10:47:37
6/6/2020 10:48:43
6/6/2020 11:00:18
6/6/2020 11:01:14
6/6/2020 11:19:15
6/6/2020 11:30:13
6/6/2020 12:00:04
6/6/2020 12:12:28
6/6/2020 12:33:39
6/6/2020 12:50:31
6/6/2020 12:59:53

Lauren Bergeron
Cindy prenoveau
Ashley Francke
Emily Cowles
Taylor Murphy
Kiri
Michael creller
Jaiden Bowyer
Katie Martin
Amelia Ashley-Selleck
Lillian Crane

Community member
Laurenashleybird@gmail.com
Community member
Cindy@svcable.net
Ashfrancke@gmail.com Community member
emilycowles1@gmail.com Community member
Community member
Tam391@gmail.com
krosemullen@gmail.com Community member
michaelcreller@yahoo.comCommunity member
jaidenbowyer@gmail.com Community member
Community member
Ktbailey14@gmail.com
Community member
Ameliamarieashleyselleck96@gmail.com
Community member
lilybecca@gmail.com

216
217
218

6/6/2020 13:23:56 Janelle I Blake
6/6/2020 13:32:31 Tyler Ask
6/6/2020 14:13:38 Kevin Creller

janelle.i.blake@gmail.com Community member
Tylerask10@gmail.com Community member
Community member
kbc1@live.com

219
220
221
222
223
224

6/6/2020 16:29:18
6/6/2020 17:07:36
6/6/2020 17:23:34
6/6/2020 17:26:55
6/6/2020 17:49:09
6/6/2020 18:09:51

Sarah Schueneman
Ellen Connor
Gary Miller
Shannon Salembier
Michael Grifka-Wander
SuzanWescom

Community member
35sallys@gmail.com
connoref@myfairpoint.net Community member
Community member
garygmiller@mac.com
Community member
shannonsalembier@gmail.com
misha.grifka@gmail.com Community member
Snoozen2@yahoo.com Community member

225
226
227
228
229

6/6/2020 19:08:10
6/6/2020 19:19:11
6/6/2020 20:08:57
6/6/2020 20:43:42
6/6/2020 21:18:09

Douglas Smith
David Giguere
Wendy Livingston
Melanie Chieng
Marit Young

Community member
douglaswsmith40@gmail.com
gigedservices@yahoo.comCommunity member
Snowxfamily@gmavt.net Community member
Community member
melanieechieng@gmail.com
Hobune1949@yahoo.comCommunity member

E

If you can’t invest in early childhood care, you’re not investing in Vermont.

With a severe childcare shortage in Vermont, please do not close this center. Our community needs you to remain open!
Early Childhood Education is SO IMPORTANT in raising happy, healthy, well-adjusted children. We need that more than ever right now! They are the future and we need to prepare
them for an unknown and unsettled world, and one of the ways to do that is through quality education in their earliest years.
Having high quality child care available is a huge win for the community at large and for UVM parernts in particular. Please do what you can to support the campus school.
There is a severe lack of high quality early childhood programs of this caliber in Vermont and Burlington. Not only are students being robbed of a place to see quality early care and
education in place but the issue of a lackof quality care will also decrease the ability to recruit young faculty and staff. Please consider outsourcing this center to the high quality
programs such as Bright Horizons Family Solutions so that the community does not lose this important resource.
Please reconsider your decision. Not only for your faculty and their children, but for the staff of the Children's Center and the UVM students who would miss out on an amazing
opportunity to experience first hand what quality childcare looks like. The experience my daughter gained from spending quality time in this center changed her world while a
student at UVM. Our young children/toddlers/infants deserve the best we can give them, and the experiences these children have at this quality center cannot be provided at many
other centers. The philosophy at this center is outstanding. UVMs Early Childhood program will be vastly different without this center. Please reconsider. Appoint a task force to look
at all options. Our youngest children deserve better.
You're not only shutting down a very effective school, you're compounding the difficulty area families have in finding child care and disrespecting your staff.

Please put children and families first.

Have a talk with yourself UVM, you’re pathetic

I am outraged. This is the best program in the state. We're losing the best Early Ed. Role model and sacrificing the entire Early Ed. field by taking this,experience from the degree
program. Being a part of the school is my dream job, please let me know how I can help.

Please keeep the school open

I am very unhappy with the decision to close the UVM Children's Center. The program at the school is very wonderful and helps all who attend there to grow and thrive. I am certain
that the state can find the money elsewhere. I believe that children and families will be hurt and that lives will be disrupted by the decision to close the center. I beg you to
reconsider your decision. Thank You

I understand the budget decisions are more than challenging. I also believe that education is the answer for our societal problems and closing access for the youngest children
perpetuates the problem.

Save the campus school
It is time that the UVM Board of Directors take responsibility on the tragic and inappropriate decision by the President. Two of my children attended this exceptionally fine school,
as well as my two grandchildren. The early childhood education program is well known for its excellence, but UVM management has obviously lost touch with the international,
national, and local contacts that have been created as a result of CCSs incredible staff, history, and sharing of all their endeavors and success for more than 50 years. To
arbitrarily cut out an entire program using E-mail to customers, faculty, staff, and others, is both crude and rude. It's time for the Board to listen and pay attention to what the CCS
program has meant to so many, and stop calling it "too expensive" because you chose to change your book keeping ways to IBB. The decisions made by the President and the
Board of Directors must be re-addressed, to reflect the poor choices and poor leadership exhibited.
Cut all salaries over $150,000 6 percent and leave lower than $150,000 alone. That will take care of the loss in revenue.

People need childcare

Petition to support UVM Campus Children's School

230
231
232

A
B
6/6/2020 23:40:34 Emily Copeland
6/7/2020 4:28:02 Marianne Ward
6/7/2020 6:40:35 Carly Abrams

233

6/2/2020 17:02:11 Joanne McGinn

234

6/4/2020 10:37:18 Leiann Moran

235

6/3/2020 18:03:08 Teresa Davis

236
237

6/4/2020 8:04:21 Linda Wellings
6/2/2020 15:08:21 Emily Pigeon

238

6/4/2020 8:55:35

239

6/3/2020 9:27:44

240

6/2/2020 17:04:04

241

6/4/2020 18:16:23

242

6/2/2020 23:44:29

243

6/3/2020 17:34:06

C
D
egcopeland@gmail.com Community member
Community member
mjw@burlingtontelecom.net
Community member
massageweekly22@gmail.com

E

Community member,
Concerned grandmother
Absolutely wonderful program and people – needed for our future UVM students!
joaniemcginn3@gmail.comof current CCS student
Community member,
Director of a local
Infant/Toddler Program
Early childhood education Is critically important and having a center like this on campus is a benefit for faculty and hugely important for those pursuing education at UVM
Nnaiel05@gmail.com
Community member,
Early Childhood Center
Owner
tdavis@gmavt.net

Community member,
Early childhood educator
who has worked with
CCS staff and children
over the past 20 years.
Lwellings@shelburnefarms.org
Community member,
epigeon@maplerun.org first grade teacher

Community member,
Friend of several parents
Lindsay Whitaker
lindsaybeene@gmail.com who utilize the CCS
Community member,
Friend of student
Emily Chamberlain Adamsemily.e.chamberlain@gmail.com
Community member,
grandfather of CCS
student
Kevin McGinn
mcginnkk@gmail.com
Community member,
Grandmother of current
student and one
graduate of your
Campus Children's
Betty Gelles
betty.gelles@gmail.com School.ildrensool
Community member,
I’ve taken a graduate
Emily Paula
stellazul721@gmail.com class at UVM.
Community member,
Ben Glassman
bglassman@gmail.com Local parent

The CCS has always been a beacon of the highest quality of early childhood education locally, statewide, nationally and internationally. It is a severe blow to UVM’s standing as a
leader in early childhood education to discontinue this program. Yes, these are hard times but there has to be solutions to solving the funding problems without immediately cutting
off this esteemed program.
Quality early childhood education is the foundation of all education. Give it the respect and financial support it deserves and needs. Continue to be the beacon on the hill that other
childcare providers can look to as a model to emulate. Do not shirk this critical role that the Campus Children’s School has proudly and effectively carried out for decades.

This has been a wonderful program for my grandson's growth and development and has become a second family for him. CCS provides a wonderful resource on campus for my
daughter and son-in-law. Please reconsider this decision!

The Children's Campus School is a vital part of the UVM community and the UVM School of Education. Please reconsider the closure of such a "wonderful beginning" to educating
both UVM's new teachers and Vermont's young children.

Before the pandemic, VT families struggled to find high quality early care and education; now due to new health guidelines, it is even more difficult for families to find high quality
child care; CCS is vitally important for UVM familes, and plays a huge role in the ECE community state-wide, not only in the number of high quality ECE teachers it contributes to
the field but also as an inspiration, and role model to us all.

244

6/3/2020 10:00:46 Amethyst Peaslee

245

6/3/2020 7:14:47 Cheryl Dowling

246

6/3/2020 14:29:30 Maryann Lisak

247

6/4/2020 18:48:08 Abe Berman

248

6/2/2020 21:00:40 Rebecca Walker

249

6/2/2020 15:06:32 Charlie Sargent

250

6/6/2020 8:00:50 Megan Rupert

Community member,
member of VT ECE
community; former UVM
CCS staff
csccdirector228@gmail.com
Community member,
Mother who needed
daycare to support my
Cherylad_vt@yahoo.com family.
Community member,
Parent of a former
student at Campus
Childcare
maln57@aol.com
Community member,
yellowcuda@gmail.com Parent of former student
Community member,
Mayhewr@comcast.net PreK teacher
Community member,
relative of a CCS
student and UVM
employees
charliegsargent@gmail.com
Community member,
Speech Language
mrupert1978@gmail.com Pathologist

If you need to cut costs, take it from your highest paid administrators, not from your lowest paid teachers. As the Lt Gov pointed out, a 6% cut in the highest paid employees would
save the same amount of $ as a 25% cut in the lowest paid.
thanks for your consideration

Please invest in our community by keeping this school open. It’s is critical for parents and the kids especially.

This school is an investment in the future of Vermont.

The abrupt closure of this school compounds a profoundly challenging time for all of those affiliated with it- children, families, faculty and students. A better solution is possible.
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B

251

6/3/2020 18:07:40 Tessa Van Buren

252

6/2/2020 18:01:41 Bonitta Steuer

253
254

6/6/2020 13:44:08 Olivia Bellingham
6/6/2020 22:02:45 Susanna Campbell

255
256

6/2/2020 15:05:17 Rachel Pankewich
6/2/2020 16:26:27 Alan Silverman

257

6/3/2020 10:00:39 Erica Wilson

258

6/3/2020 12:08:22 Ellen Sargent

259
260
261
262

6/2/2020 20:53:22
6/3/2020 7:11:29
6/4/2020 22:53:51
6/5/2020 1:27:23

Holli Boise
Su white
Kimberly Hile
Kaili Salyers

263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273

6/7/2020 0:39:22
6/2/2020 21:38:28
6/3/2020 14:29:24
6/3/2020 21:06:14
6/3/2020 22:02:00
6/3/2020 22:26:37
6/4/2020 2:57:39
6/3/2020 14:43:34
6/3/2020 18:24:36
6/3/2020 20:53:10
6/4/2020 22:52:13

Emily Crosby
Patty Martin
Francine Bostwick
Dave Channing
Derek Dow
Barb Dow
Brassart Nathalie
Shannon Maass
Liam Wrigley
Jenny Schroeder
Jodi Meyer

274
275

6/4/2020 8:26:21 Josephine Noonan
6/3/2020 14:06:11 Colleen

276

6/3/2020 19:57:07 Thea brennan

277
278
279
280

281

6/5/2020 2:53:08 Kathryn Zahorak
6/3/2020 20:25:32 Mary Price
6/4/2020 19:53:06 Erinn Berge
6/6/2020 13:26:31 Joyce Maura

6/3/2020 6:53:41 Lindsey Sterrett

282
283

6/3/2020 7:51:33 Elizabeth Calcagni
6/3/2020 15:32:59 Amanda Chaulk

284

6/3/2020 10:26:58 Sheryl Glubok

285
286

6/2/2020 22:54:53 Wendy Rogers
6/3/2020 7:52:37 Susan Maude

C

D

Community member,
UVM Preschool Alum
Community member,
UVMMC Provider
bonny@grasteu.net
Community member,
UVMMC staff
livicb@gmail.com
Community supporter
Susannac@nevada.unr.edu
Concerned aunt of CCS
rachel.hall91@gmail.com student
Concerned Citizen
alanryansilverman@gmail.com
Concerned citizen for
the future of early
childhood research and
erykahlynne@gmail.com education
Cousin's son attended
the childcare center preellen.sargent@gmail.com COVID
tvanbure@pitzer.edu

E
UVM Preschool is awesome! Even 15 years after I “graduated” I have so many countless memories of this place. From the indoor tree house, to the pet turtle, lisa smarty-pants, to
the tire swing in the yard, I loved every second of my time at UVM Preschool. I even met one of my current best friends during my days at UVM Preschool. This preschool was so
formative and lovely for my developing brain. I would love for more and more children to have the wonderful experience I had. Please save this amazing school.
St. Mike’s is looking at an alternative to closure. Perhaps something similar can be done?

I hope that there is a chance to review the situation and all who is effected. An alternative solution can be temporary but should be considered.
Please don’t close my nephew’s school!

The Campus Children's School is a valuable resource to the UVM employees, and I've seen first hand, via a 3-year old, how amazing their education and educators are. It's terrible
news to learn that such a wonderful childcare center is closing, especially amidst our current global backdrop, and I write urging for the re-opening of a center that benefits so many
families and employees of UVM.

Early Childhood Educator
poohbear_1213@yahoo.com
Early educator
Suwhite60@gmail.com
ECE professional
kah0043@uah.edu
Ksalyers@lasdschools.orgEducator
Educator and mom in
support of accessible,
quality, early childhood
emily_deering@yahoo.comeducation
Please look long and hard for viable solutions for saving this school. Thanks.
pattymartin747@gmail.comFamily
Family
Please reconsider
Fsb7624@yahoo.com
dchanningma@gmail.com Family
Derek.dow@gmail.com Family
Family
barbdow@eastlink.ca
Natacha.kr@gmail.com Family
Family ( James Hall)
I have only heard what a fabulous program this is. As a preschool teacher it’s hard to find a safe, loving environment. Please reconsider. Thank You!!
Shannonmaass1@gmail.com
Family friend of alum
wrigs20@gmail.com
Jfchun2001@yahoo.com Family member
jodimeyer3@yahoo.com Family member
Family member of
participant
jmnoonan1@aol.com
C.devine91@hotmail.com Family member of staff
This school has been a staple of the community and is most needed now while families navigate these unprecedented times. Keeping some level of normalcy in scary times helps
keep up morale and improves mental health, not only for parents, but most importantly children. Trying to find a new school with absolutely no time, during a pandemic, is incredibly
Family member of staff
stressful. Please save the school for at least the next year or even 6 months, to give families time to find a new normal.
Theak8@gmail.com
Family member of UVM
staff
Do not close the children’s school on campus !!
ktzahorak@gmail.com
Family member of UVM
maryprice003@gmail.com students
Erinnberge@gmail.com Family of alum
joycemaura24@gmail.comFamily supporter
When I moved to Vermont to teach at CCS after finishing my advanced degee, UVM's administration touted the phrase "Vermont Strong" frequently-- closing this program, which
not only serves as a point of research and practice in the field of ECE in VT and beyond, has served hundreds of families in our community so they can work and children can
develop. I am not a Vermonter by birth, but by choice, and to me strength comes in working and practicing on problems together. This is what young children teach us, how to
engage, connect and work on problems. If any community can rise up and figure out the fiscal and logistical problems with child care, it's the children, families, teachers, faculty and
advocates at UVM. Closing CCS's doors sets a dire paradigm for our field, but also for children. During early life theories are constructed about society and culture concurrently
with brain development, what message are we sending children when we shudder their schools? What does our society value? And what do we COLLECTIVELY want to build
Former CCS Mentor
together for children, who will be adults soon? Young Children today will have to face problems we cannot conceive of, what message are we offering to them if we adults are not
willing to face and work on this problem together?
sterrett.nature@gmail.comTeacher/UVM Staff
In addition to leaving families without childcare, this school has been an important venue for educating UVM students in the early education field. It will be much more difficult for
them to get regular field experience without an on-site school. I hope this decision is reconsidered!
lizcalcagni@yahoo.com former CCS teacher
Former employee
amanda_cragin@yahoo.com
Former faculty member
and alum of the Campus This school was a vital part of our children’s lives and ours as parents. It’s a critical place to educate the next generation of teachers in a hands-on way and an important community
resource. Please reconsider!!!
Sheryl_glubok@yahoo.comChildren’s School
Former UVM Campus
Children's School
teacher
The UVM Campus Children's School is a valuable resource for families and students! Please reconsider!
rendyrog@gmail.com
susanmaude@aol.com Former UVM faculty
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A
287
288
289
290
291
292
293

6/6/2020 16:26:47
6/6/2020 12:23:51
6/4/2020 8:57:44
6/4/2020 15:29:01
6/3/2020 22:51:27
6/4/2020 4:35:46

B
meg rebull
Richard R. Bates
Robin Lance
Sydney Warman
Yara
Kimberly Noel

6/4/2020 7:04:03 Deana Lew

C
D
Former uvm staff
member
mrebull@yahoo.com
Former UVM Student
rb243@comcast.net
Robin.pat15@gmail.com Friend
Friend
Sydney.warman@maine.edu
yarawehbe123@gmail.comFriend
Friend if UVM grad
Kimberlynoel15@gmail.com
friend and concerned
educator
deana_l@yahoo.com
Friend of a former
student
Julescolquhoun@gmail.com

E

Please considering supporting the UVM families and children by reopening the school

We need the quality care givers your center helps create
Now, more than ever, we need both high-quality early childhood education and high-quality teacher education. Please preserve both of these.
This program is important and should not be cut.

294

6/3/2020 22:19:08 Julie Colquhoun

295
296

6/2/2020 20:57:29 Sarah Ramani
6/4/2020 11:51:05 Richard Bedats

297
298

6/3/2020 19:07:49 Alexandra Azarian
6/6/2020 13:17:51 Jade larocque

299
300

6/3/2020 17:56:59 Jordan Nelle
6/5/2020 10:00:56 Logan Foss

301

6/3/2020 16:25:45 Sara

friend of a former teacher
sarahbh@wnns.org
Friend of a parent
andrewmedzilaborsky@gmail.com
friend of a student
involved
let the education students learn in a classroom!
alexandra.azarian@gmail.com
Friend of a teacher
This is so important! Save the campus children’s school!
jade.e.larocque@gmail.com
Friend of an affected
teacher and parents of a
student
Secularclergy@hotmail.com
loganfoss26@gmail.com Friend of CCS teacher
Friend of community
Vargasar22@gmail.com member

302
303

6/2/2020 20:01:02 Claudia Prieto
6/4/2020 11:08:41 Julia Duiella

ut_prieto@hotmail.com
julia.duiella@gmail.com

304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317

6/4/2020 16:03:04
6/3/2020 14:31:21
6/3/2020 19:18:03
6/5/2020 21:56:31
6/3/2020 19:26:20
6/3/2020 19:04:22
6/4/2020 23:36:10
6/6/2020 11:15:52
6/4/2020 10:51:38
6/5/2020 8:39:02
6/3/2020 15:57:30
6/3/2020 19:14:18
6/3/2020 21:11:32
6/4/2020 15:25:16

318

6/3/2020 17:57:39 Jina Cate

Jina.Cate@outlook.com

Grand parents

319

6/2/2020 16:58:15 Douglas Hall

halldjh65@gmail.com

Grandfather of current
older south student.

Ilia Gordon
Tamara Hinic
Isabella De Rocco
Kelly mckibbin
Kayla Poissant
Nicole McPhee
Demmaree Li
Adelle Chingas
Heidi Webb
Liz Rambo
Savannah deyo
Zoey Day
Emily O
DENISE DETORE

Friend of faculty member
who is a single mom
Friend of Family
Friend of multiple
iliacgilligan@gmail.com alumnists
Friend of student
Thinic5@gmail.com
friend of student
derocco.isabella@gmail.com
Friend of UVA staff
Kmckibbin1996@gmail.com
Friend of UVM
kaylaruger@gmail.com
McPheenm@gmail.com Friend of UVM Alum
Demmaree@hotmail.com Friend of UVM faculty
Friend of UVM faculty
adelle.beaumont@gmail.com
friend of UVM Staff
heidiwebb@gmail.com
Isabelle.rambo@gmail.comFriend of UVM staff
Sdeyo1994@gmail.com Friend of uvm student
friend of UVM student
zoeyd99@yahoo.com
kateemily368@gmail.com Friend of UVM student
denisedetore@yahoo.comFriends of alumni

Know how much this means to everyone in the community!

I’ve heard only amazing things about this school. I would love to see it kept open.
Please allow these education students to have this experience through such an amazing community, they are the teachers of tomorrow!!
Children should be the very last thing we sacrifice!!!!
My grand kids Nello and ZARA need to be supported by the UVM so that my daughter Rosita King can continue with her good work. Aside from that Nello who will be 4 shortly has
emotional investment in that place. He will be devastated to be pulled away from his friend who started with him as babies. Please reconsider, I will be willing to volunteer my time to
help out. Thanks
Jina Cate (RN)
Child care providers across the country have been decimated by the "pandemic pause". Public institutions such as UVM should be doing everything they can to FILL the gaps in
available service, not ADDING to those gaps by moving out of this space.
The UVM Campus Children's School has been stellar, providing a great learning environment for those in care. It would be heartbreaking and a shame to lose this wonderful
university resource.

320

6/3/2020 14:53:07 Maureen Nolan

The UVM Campus Children's School is legendary for the program and its impact on developing children. I petition UVM to reconsider keeping it open in some fashion for the
continuation of a standard of childcare in Vermont and the country at large. I know this social disruption due to COVID19 is a monumental financial disaster with unknown
consequences to Vermont's families. The loss of childcare however, will throw Vermont mothers and fathers and childcare nationwide back almost 100 years when the citizens
envisioned the impact of good childcare on the overall health of the community at large. Please consult me at your convenience. Maureen Nolan, LPC, Ga. 404-713-0488

321

6/3/2020 10:23:38

I live in Kansas, but have visited many times to either drop off or pick grandson, Cai Bleything. Always very impressed with the whole set up.

322

6/3/2020 7:20:43

323
324

6/2/2020 15:04:26
6/3/2020 15:21:37

325

6/2/2020 18:56:43

326

6/3/2020 15:47:57

Grandmother
maureen@maureennolan.net
Grandmother of child
who attended.
Sally Bleything
Salybley@gmail.com
Grandparent of UVM
who worked all four
years at CCS.
Jacquelyn Perry
mdjpvt@comcast.net
great-grandparents of
CCS student
Ronald & Dorothy Aultmanrondoe@efni.com
Human
Sara Flatla
saraflatla@live.ca
I am a supportive friend
of those who have
children attending this
William Seward
Willcseward@gmail.com school
I know someone one
that is UVM affiliate
kayla Levin
purplesoccerbear@gmail.com

It takes a community to grow children and the CCS children blossom as do the young people who have the privilege to work with them. Please rethink your decision.
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B

327

6/4/2020 1:39:55 Celena Lyons

328

6/3/2020 15:02:46 Greg Sargent

329

6/5/2020 9:08:55 Sarah Jewell Leonard

330
331

6/4/2020 9:14:47 Erika Geremia
6/6/2020 14:00:01 Bonnie Creller

332

6/3/2020 19:06:54 Dawn Collette

C
D
international friend of
celena.lyons@hotmail.comUVM alum
gsarge15@gmail.com

Sarahjleonard@yahoo.comLab School collaborator

6/3/2020 17:05:47 Ray Pelosi

raypelosi@yahoo.com

334

6/3/2020 22:08:07 Kara corlew

corlewkara@yahoo.com

6/4/2020 9:39:03 Megan Luke
6/3/2020 21:25:55 Akshata Mutha

337

6/3/2020 10:54:03 Dean Murray

Please work this out. As everyone knows there’s a shortage of day care facilities in VT period. The announced closing has sent many families into a tailspin. Tough for parents to
work with no childcare. So please work this out and keep the facility open
As a mentor teacher at a lab school in a neighboring state, I understand the importance of high quality practicum experiences for students. The Campus Children’s School is
among the top level of these programs in their dedication to their children and families, their college students and the greater community of Early Childhood Educators. This
decision impacts more than just the immediate community- it impacts the field.

Local preschool director
deeply concerned for our
community's children
Egeremia@mail.smcvt.eduand families
bonnie.creller@gmail.com Mom of a teacher!
My children are UVM
dawniec83@yahoo.com Alumni

333

335
336

James’s uncle

E

My granddaughter
attends the Campus
Children's School and
her mother -- my
daughter -- was a
business
communications/ESOL
lecturer in the Global
Gateway program at
UVM until it recently
closed. communications
lecturer at UVM's
my sons teacher is
alumni

Niece goes to UVM,
worked at Trinity
Children’s Center
megan.a.spaulding@gmail.com
akshata.mutha@gmail.comParent
Parent if incoming
student
dean.murray@electricinsurance.com

338

6/6/2020 14:21:04 Colleen Benton

Colleen@orionnet.com

339

6/3/2020 21:09:41 Carolina E Lukac

caro.lukac@gmail.com

340
341

6/3/2020 11:56:23 Rosalind Switalski
6/3/2020 18:27:36 Sharon COok

342
343

6/3/2020 15:20:11 Rita James
6/3/2020 4:52:39 Gail Maurais

Parent if UVM alum
Parent of a child enrolled
at CCS

I grew up in VT, went to school in VT for early childhood education, and worked at Trinity Children’s Center as well as others. I know the importance of quality early childhood
programming. The children and families need your program to remain open. There never have been enough quality EC programs in the Burlington area, although certainly
Burlington has a lot of quality programming considering the size of the city/state. Where will families go if your program closes? It can take years on a waiting list to get into a quality
EC program. Mothers (and some fathers) may be pushed to quit their jobs, due to no childcare. Families may have to send their children to home daycares. There are a few quality
home daycares and again I think VT’s may be better to other state’s. However, again the quality home daycares will have a waiting list. Then parents will be choosing between
quitting their jobs and sending their child to a home daycare that doesn’t provide the quality that families have come to know at the Campus Children’s School.
What about student teachers throughout Burlington who train at your center? Where will they student teach?
I realize we’re in the middle of a Pandemic and money is tight. However, you’re sending a message to the community saying, “We don’t really value EC education for kids or
student teachers. If cuts need to be made, EC will be the first to go. So what if a mother has to quit her job and stay home with the kids (a job that perhaps she has trained half her
life for, and still probably is not making as much money as she should, because wages in VT are not what they should be).” Families will move out of state to teach at other colleges
or work at other hospitals. This is not a good retention plan.
I thought I would live it VT my whole life but married a man who’s from MN. We chose not to settle down in VT because there were not enough high paying, quality, job
opportunities. We couldn’t see ourselves comfortably buying a house ad raising a family in VT.
If the Campus Children’s School closes, families will move out of state. Other families considering moving to VT may not, knowing quality childcare options are limited. Families
will see that you closed your center and will know that UVM doesn’t value working parents.
Finding quality EC education, is a struggle. My first child has been in 5 different placements due to moving, quality, availability, birth of a sibling. It took awhile but both of our
children attend a quality EC development center (connected with a small university in MN). The University of MN CDC tried to close their center, again another example of a college
devaluing EC education. Families and staff fought to keep their CDC open. After many months of perseverance, the families and staff won. The UMN CDC remains open. The
parents and staff at UVM’s Campus Children’s School will fight to keep their center open too. It’s the right thing to do. Thank
you. -Megan Luke, Champlain College ‘06 BS in early and elementary education, St. Michael’s College ‘11 MATESOL

CCS was an instrumental part of my daughter’s ECE education at UVM. She probably learned more from her mentors in CCS than in classroom instruction from UVM professors
about how to relate to young children. Closing CCS would be an injustice to the staff, children and their parents, as well as your UVM undergrads in ECE. Please reconsider and
keep CCS open.

parent of a current UVM
early education student This wonderful school was a significant part of my daughter's decision to attend UVM so that she would be able to observe & teach at this school.
rswitalski@gmail.com
More information needed re: the decision making process. More transparency
cooksharon@optimum.netparent of alumni
Parent of an alumni who
did her student teaching
at school . Now has a
masters in special
Rita.james@comcast.net education
gailmailbag@yahoo.com Parent of former student
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A
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345

346

B

6/3/2020 18:13:45 Diana Smith
6/3/2020 14:38:56 KristieWimble

6/3/2020 9:39:56 Julie Springer

C
D
E
Parent of UVM Alum
This school had a major impact on my daughter and now she is in Grad school and a Teacher of Tinys. Please let others have the same chance and experience to fall in love with
teaching our young ones. 💜
dianalyn229@gmail.com Graduate
Parent of UVM Students
Kriter@gmavt.net

sjspring31@yahoo.com

parent/spouse of UVM
alums, work in the early
education community
The university subsidy was instilled so that the campus children’s school could operate both as a functional childcare facility and as a lab school for the Early Education Program. It
would be a severe blow to the childcare community and for the education program to take this away. I believe this decision needs to be revisited and a task force implemented to
Past IPS ADMIN MGR
define a better solution.
Past Student
My girlfriend loves this program and has worked there in the past.
Patent if recent grad
Patient/Family advisor at
UVM Medical Center
Postdoc
This is an essential program and required to recruit and retain high quality researchers (grad student, postdoc, faculty) to become and R01 research institute.
If UVM as an institution really is committed to supporting and expanding its postdoctoral community, having affordable, on-site daycare is essential. This is a major factor that
postdocs with families look to before making a decision.

347
348
349

6/3/2020 18:06:04 Tori Lathrop
6/3/2020 15:48:27 Liam Clancy
6/4/2020 12:25:57 Nanci Slater

tlathrop@uvm.edu
lclancy7@gmail.com
Nmssyd@aol.com

350
351

6/3/2020 8:17:37 Susanna Mason
6/4/2020 13:06:54 Nicholas Farina

smason39@gmail.com
nhfarina@uvm.edu

352

6/4/2020 16:15:56 James Robblee

353

6/3/2020 17:27:06 Kerry Malloy

354
355
356

6/2/2020 23:50:40 Efleda Tolentino
6/6/2020 11:35:39 Christine Henry
6/5/2020 10:38:49 Sophie Slater

357
358

6/4/2020 10:44:51 Madeleine Mahony
6/3/2020 16:38:48 Brigitte Schattenfield

Postdoctoral Associate
james.robblee@med.uvm.edu
Preschool Director/
Teacher
kerrym@gmavt.net
Professor, Long Island
efleda.tolentino@liu.edu University
Relative
Christine.henry@uticak12.org
Relative of an Alum
sophieslater212@gmail.com
Relative of student/
maddymahony@gmail.comformer CCS volunteer
Relative of UVM staff
Bhs65@optonline.net

359

6/4/2020 20:37:11 Dianna Smith

360

361
362

363
364
365
366
367

6/3/2020 9:45:45 Kara McDonough

6/2/2020 23:18:52 Melissa Hendrickson
6/3/2020 9:03:42 Ali DuBois

6/4/2020 9:00:22
6/6/2020 12:08:02
6/6/2020 12:11:45
6/6/2020 12:11:51
6/3/2020 15:03:33

Jennifer Platten
Betsy Bowyer
Logan
Teegan Bowyer
Mario Gonzalez-Ramos

retired from CCS
School district special
education service
provider
Kmcdonough@sbschools.net
dcsmith@uvm.edu

Special Educator,
Burlington School District
mhendricksonvt@gmail.com
Spouse of a UVM staff
alimonceaux@gmail.com member

Spouse of UVM faculty
jpk_vt@yahoo.com
betsybowyer@hotmail.comStaff family member
Staff family member
Bowyer
Staff family member
cara.nivore16@outlook.com
magora1396@gmail.com supporter

In order to recruit and retain high quality postdocs, having affordable childcare is absolutely essential. Not having any daycare options on campus is going very much in the
opposite direction.
This has been an inspiring program, source of Early Childhood work force and asset for UVM community and workforce
The center has been providing quality care and education for young children. Its exemplary practices serve as a beacon to guide other schools of education.

This is a decision based on misleading financial information. CCS did not run a deficit budget until IBB and the University decided it would no longer keep the school as a Cost
Centerd, and subsequently put it under the College of Education. It was then expected to meet the same financial requirement as other Departments. Anyone in EC knows that this
would not be possible. We are bound by State regulations to meet certain requirements for staffing, square footage, and materials.

This program is one of the very few programs that is run well and is very much needed.
Closing CCS is a devastating loss to our community. You have touched endless lives in the 80 year history and clearly influenced many early childhood education students in
paving a strong future of high standards for young children.
We are expecting our first born in October 2020 and were hoping and planning to send him to UVM’s CCS because my husband works for the University. The abrupt closure was
disappointing and left us frantically joining extensive waitlists at other facilities.
Both of my children, Finley (19) and Rowan (15) attended the Campus Children Center and the richness, depth and strength of their early education paid dividends as they
proceeded through their elementary and higher school learning. They still talk about experiences they enjoyed at the Campus Children Center. As a parent, I having nothing but
immense gratitude and praise for these years at UVM. This would be an immense loss to the community and the children it serves. There are so few excellent early childhood
centers and UVM provides one of them.

In life we all go through our ups & downs. A team can pick you back up in difficult situations. I really hope all members of this important School & Administration can play fair and lay
out short term & long term goals. Money is just a temporary obstacle. Giving up should never be so simple. Please attempt an "Honest Pursuit" at trying and not giving up so easily.
So many lives are being effected.

369

6/2/2020 20:44:46 Nadine Noonan

370

6/3/2020 0:30:27 Robert Noonan

371
372
373

6/4/2020 5:50:21 Aram JK Calhoun
6/2/2020 15:28:15 Cecelia Puleio
6/2/2020 15:36:47 Jessica Riley

Supporter of an an
mariavezzetti@yahoo.comAlumni Family
Supportive educator in
active in NJ school
Lookovernoonans@aol.com
Supportive spouse to a
supportive NJ teacher
Lookovernoonans@aol.com
UMaine faculty where
there is a strong day
care system
calhoun@maine.edu
UVM Alum
Cecelia.puleio@google.com
UVM Alum
Jessica.riley618@gmail.com

374
375
376
377

6/2/2020 17:47:10
6/2/2020 18:12:38
6/2/2020 18:16:35
6/2/2020 19:08:02

lemegivern@gmail.com
Betsyc@gmavt.net
jdunwidd@uvm.edu
Cassielh@hotmail.com

378
379

6/2/2020 19:26:36 Theresa Fox
6/2/2020 19:42:08 Catherine Meyer

368

6/5/2020 1:25:41 Maria L Musgrave

Laura Megivern
Betsy cabrera
Jacob Dunwiddie
Cassie Meigs

UVM Alum
UVM Alum
UVM Alum
UVM Alum

UVM Alum
thait43@gmail.com
cmeyer8796@gmail.com UVM Alum

"Would you regret closing this School or not closing this School?"...........
Stand strong. Our best should be with our future. UVM do what is right
Shame on UVM for such a rug pulling wooly stunt. Crisis should not make for rash decisions
This is an amazingly poor show of community for anyone, ESPECIALLY a land grant university. I was astounded. I will consider this when guiding students for next steps in their
education.
CCS is the lifeblood of the early education program at UVM
The Campus Children’s School not only provides incredible care for children and families, but powerful educational experiences for UVM students, too. Closing the School is an
incredible loss for the community and UVM.
Such an amazing program you CANNOT LET THIS GO!!!
The school is vital to the UVM community. Please don’t close it down!
The early childhood education program will not be the same without the campus children's school. Please reconsider closing this important piece of teaching our early educators.

Petition to support UVM Campus Children's School
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A
B
6/2/2020 20:57:20 Allison Narkewicz

C
D
UVM Alum
Allison.narkewicz@gmail.com

381
382
383

6/2/2020 21:12:34 Beth Richey
6/2/2020 21:18:00 Erin Duffy
6/2/2020 21:27:47 Sara Puretz

Brichey2000@gmail.com UVM Alum
Eduffy79@hotmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Spuretz@comcast.net

384
385
386
387
388

6/2/2020 21:57:53
6/2/2020 22:13:35
6/2/2020 22:27:08
6/2/2020 22:35:26
6/2/2020 22:37:14

389
390

6/2/2020 22:37:32 Amy Hollander
6/2/2020 22:42:22 Abigail Cook

391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406

6/2/2020 22:43:16
6/2/2020 22:45:30
6/2/2020 22:58:51
6/2/2020 23:05:11
6/2/2020 23:05:11
6/2/2020 23:08:22
6/2/2020 23:18:42
6/2/2020 23:25:46
6/2/2020 23:27:00
6/2/2020 23:42:27
6/2/2020 23:43:19
6/2/2020 23:44:21
6/3/2020 0:06:00
6/3/2020 0:16:27
6/3/2020 0:37:44
6/3/2020 0:40:21

Mara Pauker Berger
Jennifer Knowles
Jess Tomkowicz
Danielle Hardy
Jordan Friedman

Jena Detore
Gina LeBlanc
Benedicto Llave
Julia Kale
Jill Day
Teremy Garen
Kate
Stephanie Clavelle
Carly Moulton
Helane Greenfield
Chris Detore
Allen Greenfield
Frances Gould
Kelsey Aaron
Justin Schimmel
Owen Churchill

Mara.pauker@gmail.com
Jennknow1@yahoo.com
jlfisher811@gmail.com
dhardy@cvsdvt.org
jfriedm6@uvm.edu

UVM Alum
UVM Alum
UVM Alum
UVM Alum
UVM Alum

UVM Alum
Amy2883@aol.com
Cookabigailr@gmail.com UVM Alum

detore.jena@gmail.com UVM Alum
gleblanc@maplerun.org UVM Alum
benedicto.llave@uvm.edu UVM Alum
juliakale12@gmail.com UVM Alum
Jillamberday@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
teremy.lee.garen@gmail.com
UVM Alum
kstattel@gmail.com
UVM Alum
stephanieclavelle@gmail.com
carly.moulton@uvm.edu UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Bestmomsie@aol.com
detore.chris@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Cheesery18@aol.com
Frances.galli@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
kaaron@uvm.edu
justin.schimmel@live.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Owencvt@yahoo.com

407
408

6/3/2020 0:43:04 Naomi Trautmann
6/3/2020 1:20:56 Sarah Senanayake

UVM Alum
naomi.trautmann@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Ssenanay@uvm.edu

409

6/3/2020 1:26:19 Carter Shapiro

Carter.Shapiro@uvm.edu UVM Alum

410
411
412
413
414
415

6/3/2020 1:30:42
6/3/2020 1:35:31
6/3/2020 2:34:12
6/3/2020 3:45:19
6/3/2020 4:21:07
6/3/2020 5:09:39

Kate McGuire
Lili Knutson
Michele Stern
julie montera
Callie Helfrich
Meghan Barnes

Kate.r.mcguire@gmail.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
lili_k95@yahoo.com
Michele.stern@gmail.com UVM Alum
monterajulie@gmail.com UVM Alum
Chelfrich0909@gmail.comUVM Alum
Meghanbarnes@ymail.comUVM Alum

416
417
418
419

6/3/2020 5:52:10
6/3/2020 5:56:44
6/3/2020 6:03:24
6/3/2020 6:04:38

Erinn Wetherby
Grace King
julie krathen
Robyn Caruso

esheil1986@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
grace.king1397@gmail.com
julie.krathen@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Miller.trio@hitmail.com

420
421
422
423
424

6/3/2020 6:55:39
6/3/2020 6:58:51
6/3/2020 7:04:36
6/3/2020 7:12:02
6/3/2020 7:21:38

Olivia Reilly
Rachel Keyser
Michaela Eckler
Erica
Pam Simpson

UVM Alum
Oreilly021@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Rachelkeyser04@gmail.com
UVM Alum
michaela@michaelaeckler.com
Sweetie1815@hotmail.comUVM Alum
Pam@compucrew.com UVM Alum

425
426

6/3/2020 7:21:55 Heather Hack
6/3/2020 7:25:52 Amanda Marchinkowski

H1012D@gmail.com
a.shults@yahoo.com

UVM Alum
UVM Alum

E
The UVM Campus Children’s School was a vital part of my education at UVM. I can’t imagine students going through the program without being a part of the school.
As an early childhood educator, I have always held UVM’s programs including the children’s center as the best in the state. This is very disappointing. There is such a need for
childcare. At this time of uncertainty, it is paramount that the center’s families have familiar programming that they trust. Please reconsider and keep the center open. There must
be a way.

Hard to believe that the CCC is closing. I learned everything about teaching from that school and my related coursework. There is no better program out there that prepares future
teachers as well as this school, and no better way to elevate the voices of UVMs youngest citizens. The children served by this school are lucky because they are seen, known, and
heard. This school is an exemplar and should it go away, the world would be without a model to learn from.

Campus Children’s Center was the reason why I went to UVM in 2001! I am the teacher today because of the hands on experiences I had at the CCC. This is an important part of
the students experience in the school of early childhood education
I am deeply hurt by the administrations decision to close CCS. This program is unique and provides a training that cannot be matched. As an alum to the ECE program and having
completed countless hours in the infant and toddler classrooms I can assure you that the CCS was the highlight of my education at UVM. It was at CCS that my skills and
knowledge of teaching and childhood development were refined. More importantly, however, this is where I developed a passion for infants and toddlers. A respect for them. A
respect that I have defended (while referencing UVM and CCS) more times than I can count. People familiar with quality ECE and especially those familiar with Reggio Emilia, listen
and listen close. Our world has very little respect for our youngest citizens BUT CCS was one of the very few places that grew respect every single day. Closing CCS negatively
impacts the future of ECE graduates. They will NOT be able to receive the same quality instruction that drew them to UVM in the first place. The long term effects will negatively
impact the ridiculously hard work all UVM education graduates are already doing, at a time when families across the country NEED quality childcare that centers around respect for
the child and family. On growth and development. You've taken that away. Please reconsider. Please.

yes!
This place is a treasure. It has changed the education world for over 80 years and will continue to do so if given the chance.

As a former student and former mentor teacher, I can attest that the Campus Children’s School made me into, not only the teacher I am today, but the person I am today. The
impact of this amazing school has had global reach and I believe it is a great detriment to the University community, to the Burlington community, and to the Early Childhood Ed
community at large. I am devastated by this decision and with heartfelt passion sign this petition to take another look at this decision.
This school is such an integral part of UVM—connecting—students—children (also students), professors, community members. It would be a shame to see this special place be
closed!
This school shaped my personal teaching philosophy in a way that no other early childhood program could have. It prepared me for a career in a field that is highly misunderstood
and extremely important. Our future early childhood educators need the Campus Children’s School now more than ever to continue moving the ECE field in a progressive and
research-based direction. I cannot express how much this school truly means to me, as an educator and as a learner.

I can’t even imagine the CCS not being on campus. I learned so many wonderful skills from my mentor teachers. It’s where I started to develop my own teaching style and
philosophy. Please give them this opportunity!

Best program at UVM by far! Don’t give up on it!
The children's school sets children up for life long success with the important skills they learn. CCS is vital to the community, and it has some of the best early childhood educators
in the country. Losing CCS is a huge loss for the community. Keep it open!
This will change the Early Childhood Education program in a negative way. You will look back and see how few students will attend the program.
I worked here for several years while going to school at UVM for elementary education. This center is amazing for the children.
CCS provides the opportunity for generations of students, children, and families to experience the respect and beauty within the Reggio Emilia pedagogy. My colleagues and I left
UVM as better teachers because of CCS, and hundreds of students have benefitted from each of our experiences. There is no substitute. Closing CCS is a devastating blow to the
educational community worldwide.
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B

C

UVM Alum
Anna Cavazos
anna.cavazos16@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Emily Hammond
Emilyhammond01@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Katy Jones
Katyfjones@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Brandi Wirz (formerly Brandi
Brandi.wirz@gmail.com
Gray)
UVM Alum
Nikki Franco
nfranco92@gmail.com

427
428
429
430
431

6/3/2020 7:28:51
6/3/2020 7:32:48
6/3/2020 7:44:16
6/3/2020 8:05:28
6/3/2020 8:06:05

432
433

6/3/2020 8:19:54 Adrienne jones
6/3/2020 8:24:40 Maggie Hussar

UVM Alum
Adrienne_susinno@yahoo.com
UVM Alum
mhussar@udel.edu

434

6/3/2020 8:28:06 Casey clark

Casey8clark@gmail.com UVM Alum

435
436

6/3/2020 8:30:28 Laura Nagel
6/3/2020 8:31:24 Jennifer Cournoyer

UVM Alum
lnagel86@gmail.com
Swimfastuvm@gmail.com UVM Alum

437

6/3/2020 8:32:18 Carly Duckett

duckettcarly1@gmail.com UVM Alum

438

6/3/2020 8:43:35 marlene bryant

UVM Alum
marlene.bryant@mbryantcpa.com

439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449

6/3/2020 9:01:16
6/3/2020 9:02:29
6/3/2020 9:06:57
6/3/2020 9:12:04
6/3/2020 9:19:34
6/3/2020 9:26:23
6/3/2020 9:48:57
6/3/2020 9:50:00
6/3/2020 9:50:15
6/3/2020 9:53:05
6/3/2020 9:59:07

Carah McClure
Xavier De Freitas
Marcy Brownell
McKenzie Apjohn
Payton Witalec
Lizzy Gomez
Megen Velez
Jennifer Lestage
Anne Sutton
Cicely MacKenzie-Baker
Melissa Roach

Mcclurecarah@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
pdefreit@uvm.edu
marcy@wdbrownell.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
mckenzieapjohn@gmail.com
paytonwitalec@yahoo.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
Egomez1@uvm.edu
megen.perkins@gmail.comUVM Alum
jennlestage@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
anne2ps@gmail.com
crmacken4@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Melissakroach1@gmail.com

450
451

6/3/2020 9:59:31 Laura Homer Ryan
6/3/2020 10:07:22 Matej Mernicky

TLLKRyan@hotmail.com UVM Alum
mmernicky@gmail.com UVM Alum

452
453
454
455
456
457
458

6/3/2020 10:08:51
6/3/2020 10:11:36
6/3/2020 10:28:44
6/3/2020 10:54:25
6/3/2020 10:55:59
6/3/2020 11:06:14
6/3/2020 11:13:18

lindsayafreed@gmail.com UVM Alum
kaitlynn.tuohy@uvm.edu UVM Alum
tkaridoyanes@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Ekahn9@gmail.com
hallelujah143@gmail.com UVM Alum
Megjames23@gmail.com UVM Alum
hmarek1998@gmail.com UVM Alum

459

6/3/2020 11:51:42 Chloe Wolfman

Chloewolfman@ymail.comUVM Alum

460
461
462
463

6/3/2020 11:52:18
6/3/2020 12:06:23
6/3/2020 12:11:22
6/3/2020 12:20:56

Alexandria Frank
Erin Cadwallader
Kathleen Mawn Tabor
Eliza Cosell

UVM Alum
Ali.frank@gmail.com
Ecadwall95@gmail.com UVM Alum
klmtabor@comcast.net UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Elizamarley345@gmail.com

464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471

6/3/2020 12:21:26
6/3/2020 12:39:32
6/3/2020 12:40:06
6/3/2020 12:43:03
6/3/2020 12:44:31
6/3/2020 12:55:32
6/3/2020 12:55:33
6/3/2020 13:01:47

Megan Shannon
Caitlin
Sarah Martin
Danielle Bohrer
Cathy Foutz
Victoria Anguish
Deborah Finnigan, PE
Kelsey McCormack

megshannon06@aol.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Caybliss@yahoo.com
UVM Alum
sarahemartin10@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Danielle.Bohrer@gmail.com
foutzfamily5@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
torianguish@mac.com
dfunnigan33@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Kelseymccormack1122@gmail.com

Lindsay Freed
Kaity Tuohy
Tina Karidoyanes
Emily Kahn
Halle Broido
Meg James
Harry Marek

D

E
The UVM Campus Children School has had a profound effect on my education and the way I educate our youngest community members. High quality child care and education is a
Vermont issue and an issue nation-wide. I urge you to think about the implications of your actions and am sadden and frustrated to hear this decision was made without consulting
faculty, students, and families.

This school is essential to the community and the early education major. It is like closing the science lab for science majors.

The loss of this school is catastrophic for the families it serves and for the students&faculty in the early childhood program at UVM. An absolutely terrible decision, please reconsider.
My friend uses the child care. She has really been happy with it. Her young son goes there and she really wants it to continue. She loves having her work and childcare so close. I
can see how it closing will be a distress on her family.
I was a student in UVM’s Early Childhood Special Education Program and graduated in 2008. The Campus Children’s Center and the ECE are wonderful programs where my
current career as a teacher started please keep them opened.
With already limited choices heightened by covid19 how can you close without great warning. I feel UVM has placed many of its employees without options.
CCS is a crucial institution for many UVM staff to come to work knowing their children are safe, cared for, and deeply loved by the experienced and highly trained professionals who
teach them. Not only does it provide exceptional care for the children who are lucky enough to attend school at CCS, but it provides essential training to student teachers. This
program is WHY I came to UVM to get my degree in Early Childhood. The loss of this school will be extremely detrimental to CESS, it’s professors, and the dedicated staff who work
at CCS. I am shocked and horrified that this decision has been made so abruptly and without much consideration for our community. I urge administrators to do better for UVM,
CCS, CESS, and your students. This is another disappointing example of hardworking, dedicated professionals (teachers) being trivialized and taken advantage of by their own
communities. UVM is a college, first and foremost, a place to learn. These teachers have fought for your children for long enough- it’s your turn to fight for them.
Over 80 yes old, this school deserves more... more deliberate consideration, more discussions with faculty, staff and alumni as to the possibilities ….one day open and the next day
shut without notification is disappointing and shocking to me. I expect more from UVM, an institution I have always been proud of... until now.
Every moment I had spent at the UVM campus Children’s School brought me not only incredible joy, but also an incredible appreciation for the wisdom of my peers, the wonder of
children, and all the learning that could be achieved in a day. In my career as an educator today in the public schools of MA, I carry heavy pockets full of the philosophy of the
Campus Children’s school. I pull from these pockets the importance of being in a relationship with my students, being a true friend and an honest guide in their learning. Because of
my time as a teacher at the campus children’s school I ask questions about my world and the world of my students and encourage the pursuit to leave it better than it came to us.
Because of my time at the Campus Children’s School I have learned to allow for my students to teach me and for my classroom to become theirs. If the UVM Campus Children’s
school were to close, it would leave future educators like myself, who went through this incredible program, to enter the field with pockets less full than my own. I am choosing to
speak on their behalf, as well as the behalf of the students and their families who still have so much to learn from the Campus Children’s School. Please reconsider.

As a graduate of the Early Childhood Education program, CCS was fundamental in forming who I became as a teacher. This loss for the college will be insurmountable.

This is program provides vital services in providing care for the children of university staff/students AND in educating undergrads in hands-on early childhood education. It is
needed to ensure a future of quality care for children and families and to train strong early childhood educators.
Early childhood education is important. Though I didn't attend the CCS because I'm not from Burlington, and never worked there because it wasn't what I studied UVM, it's critical
that the University offers this service. Also, I believe the CSS provides childcare for faculty and staff: if you take that away, what does it say about how you treat the parents who
depend on you?
The benefit to future educators, faculty and children is immense and and vital part of the UVM community.
This news saddened me so much. This school was the foundation to my career in Early Childhood Education.

I worked at the school for years as an undergrad and graduate of UVM’s education program. I can’t imagine this program without the CCS. This school helped shape me as an
educator, and it has made incredible impact on its students and families. Please bring it back!
I was an education major at UVM graduate of 2010. The campus children center is such a wonderful school and community that I’ll never forget. I fully support them and hope that
Uvm reconsiders closing the school
Save the daycare.
This school is not only vital for the UVM students in the program to learn from some of the best mentor teachers, this is also a resource needed for the community and the students
that attend.

I have a good friend who used this facility to learn and hone her skills as a teacher. This is a travesty.
The campus children center taught me so much about working in the field of education. It would be such a disservice to children and future educators to close this center.
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I worked at the UVM campus children’s school for 3 years. It was my work study job, provided me with a great job, great place to work with great people. I love this place so much.
Please do not let this place go out of business!!!!

The school has produced some of the best teachers I know who consider it a crucial part of their development.

Without this school, my nephew would not have been able to receive the help that he needed. He is deaf and the staff at the school has gone above and beyond to support him
and my family. It would be a detriment to the entire community to lose it.
I am a UVM alum that would not be the teacher I am today had it not been for the experiences I endured throughout my 4 years at CCS. Under the mentors of Amanda Ferguson,
Dawn StAmour, Jennifer Hurley, Lori (excuse me but I don’t know her new last name), and Lauren; these profound, intelligent, nurturing women need to continue to make early
childhood education all that it is meant to be. It is disheartening to hear that a university would make such a harsh and abrupt decision, affecting the lives of so so many people. I
often tell people about the profound impact this program has had on me, isn’t that the reputation you want vs sending prospective educators away? This needs to change. Thank
you.

I am privileged to have taken courses that involved learning and having mentors at the Campus Children's School. It is an amazing experience.
Please don't close this special place! Give them the chance to develop a task force and come up with solutions.
Please remain open for the coming academic year. Do it for the teachers that work there.
Quality early education is exactly what the world, and our small communities need right now. Closing the campus children’s center sends the message to future students, current
students, alumni and the children that their work is unimportant. What a disservice to the families that have invested in the University of Vermont- especially those with young
children who you are still expecting to show up at their jobs as faculty and staff. Finding alternate schools for the children to attend is a process that parents spend years planning
and preparing for. Relationships are created over months and years, and are so valuable at this young age. Finding quality centers for both the children to be a part of and for
students to learn from is challenging. When i attended the program, i questioned how i would be prepared to enter an educational world that wasn’t “ideal”- like the universities
children’s center that i was learning from. Dale Goldhaber looked at me and said, “if we don’t teach and have you experience the ideal, then what will you strive for in your future
endeavors.” Having spent the past ten years in education, i still look to the lessons i learned at the campus children’s center to guide me. Reflecting back on my time at UVM, the
children’s center was THE experience that shaped my career, and the way i view and raise my own young children. Universities are supposed to be the innovative guiding lights
that others turn to in times like this. My greatest fear is that the message you send by doing this is that early childhood is not worth the investment. I can tell you without a doubt that
it is.
This is an invaluable part of UVM college of education.

CCS was an incredible and authentic learning experience as a teacher and student. I had mentor teachers who challenged me and held me to high expectations. Through my
experience at CCS I was able to apply what I learned in the classroom to my actual teaching experiences. Parents were extremely supportive and engaged in their children’s
learning in the classroom which helped me develop strong skills to support and communicate with parents. Without this experience it would be a disservice for practicing students
as it would take away the authentic and challenging experience they need to be prepared for their student teaching and future careers as educators. By opening up CCS it would
continue to provide the children of Vermont with a high quality education and provide student teachers with a challenging and supportive environment to grow as educators.

The campus children’s school is a magical place! I learned how to be a teacher there😭
Safe the school. Protect our youth. Educate our rising adults.
As a preschool teacher in the community and a previous student the growth that this brings is incredibly important both for the bum students and also the children that participate in
the program.

I am an Early Ed graduate and my experience in this school acts as the base to my philosophy of education and how I approach learning
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Thank you CCS for the unmatched student teaching experience! I was so sad to hear of the abrupt closing. This is an extreme disservice to families, future children, future interns,
and staff. This place holds a special place in my heart. Save CCS!

The closing of this lab school is very upsetting and completely devastating. I am an ALUM who spent a lot of time in the beautiful facility that cares so deeply for the development of
young children. UVM’s faculty, staff, and students who work in the Campus Children’s School plan for the appropriate activities and learning of these children, and their social
emotional well-being. Given the lack of high-quality childcare facilities in the state, losing this one at UVM is detrimental to the UVM community, as well as the state of Vermont.
This is such a devastating hit, not just for the children, families, and teachers who are the cornerstone of this school, but to the entire Education department at UVM.
This is where I had my first practicums, taught my first lessons, led my first morning meetings, and discovered my passion and love for school days spent in the woods with 2-5 year
olds. With its Reggio philosophies, this place is the ideal example of what early ed should look like--learning through play and embedding the passions and interests of young
children into the curriculum every second of every day.
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I learned to see children as little scientists here. I learned to analyze and understand behaviors instead of just how to discipline and manage behavior. I learned to look at what role
the environment plays within a classroom. Though I am a public school teacher now and have gained 5 years of professional experience since being here, this place molded me
and taught me all the foundational skills of teaching in the world of early ed. It is a magical place with wonderful teachers and mentors. It would be a disservice to everyone in this
community and to future pre-service teachers to lose this school.
The childcare center is one of the hearts of the school, do not take it away.

I love love love uvm campus children center. I learned so much at this amazing place. Hopefully it can stay open!!
An important part of UVM.
Please reconsider the decision to close the Campus Children’s School, it was such a big reason for my decision to become a early childhood Ed major at UVM.
The campus children's school is home for not only families and children, but the student teachers that have the opportunity to learning in the space.
Dawn and Rini from Preschool South helped me become the teacher I am today. It was by far the most rewarding year at UVM for me. The relationships I built and the skills I
developed would not be present if it weren’t for the campus school. Without this practical experience, UVM ECE majors will have a significantly different and less meaningful
undergraduate experience.
The campus children school not only supports many local families, it also provides an amazing resource to students in early childhood education.
As a student who graduated with a degree in Early Childhood Education, I spent countless hours working in CCS and building relationships with fellow students, mentor teachers,
CCS faculty, CCS families and their children. I learned to love what I was doing wholeheartedly in this experience and grew a ton from what I learned while I was there.
This school made me fall in love with teaching. It was not only my happy place, but my safe place.
I have heard Katherine McGinn Hall speak highly of this program. Please continue to offer it for the UVM employees and their beautiful children.
This place taught me to be a teacher! This would be a huge loss for the education department and families who need this!
Great place!
CCS is an extremely valuable component to not only the early childhood education program but to all of UVM and the Burlington community. Please reconsider this choice.
This program helped shape me as an educator and I only took one early Ed class.
Closing the Children's School is an incredible loss for the UVM community for families, children, and UVM students alike. It is heartbreaking to think of the young children who are
losing high-quality education and socialization, for parents who are suddenly without reliable childcare, and for education students who are missing out on valuable learning
experiences in the school. My time at the CCS while a student at UVM shaped me to become the professional I am today. I truly can't imagine the early education program without
the lab school environment. I hope a solution can be found to save the CCS.
The pedagogy of this school instilled the foundations of my practices as an educator. I learned so much from simply watching and observing how my mentor teachers Emily Creller
and Naomi Trautmann interacted and respected each child. I took these practices into my own classroom as a teacher in rural Vermont and now overseeing a preschool program, I
am constantly reflecting on how I can teach and instill such practices in my staff. Loosing CCS would be a true loss for the UVM Early Childhood Program and the greater
community.

I learned so much about teaching young children. I learned how to create strong and lasting relationships with families, teach children empathy and compassion and created my
identity as a teacher. Please give other uvm students the chance to create these connections. The teachers at CCC are some of the most influential mentors I’ve ever met.

Can money be raised as one possible solution to saving the school and the program for students in the ECE major?

I worked here for 2 years while earning my Early Childhood Education degree. This school is SO important to SO many people. Please reconsider the decision to close.
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I began working at the Campus Children’s School in 2015 when I transferred to UVM. I was instantly welcomed and showered with love from the staff and the families of the
children. When a faculty member left, I had the opportunity to step up and be a part time mentor, still as a full time college student. During my 4 years at UVM, through experiences
such as being a work study student, completing practicums, and being a part time student mentor, I was able to become a better leader, grow as an educator, and create
everlasting friendships and memories. I have always told everyone when asked about college, that if it weren’t for the CCS, I am not sure I would have stayed in college. The CCS
was my HOME, my FAMILY. I always remember having conversations with faculty and them telling me that the best educators are recruited out of CCS and schools email the CCS
every year asking to spread the word to college students because you don’t find many educators with the experience like the one you get at UVM CCS. I would hope that this
decision can be changed and more students can have the opportunity I did there.
As an alumni of the school of early childhood education, I owe this campus children’s center everything. It was here that I laid the foundation to my teaching philosophy, and learned
first hand what it means to be an early childhood educator. This school has so much to teach and give to the world of early childhood education. It will be an insurmountable loss to
so many future educators if it were to close.
Reconsider closing this important program
I won't donate to a university that fundamentally devalues education
Taught at the campus school during my classes in early childhood special education... which later got me into occupational therapy where I am now an OTR/L

I learned so much Through CCS during my time as an early ed major at UVM. This school is an absolute asset to the community and cannot be closed!
The CCC is where I learned to become the teacher that I am. There is no comparison to the learning that takes place or the service they provide the community.
Lower salaries of administration.
As a elementary educatir in Vermont I can easily say that this program helped me become the teacher I am today. This program is not just for the children and their families, it is
also an unbelievable opportunity for UVM students. Not only did I work as this program for 4 years but now my sons preschool teacher was a UVM preschool trained teacher. Just
know his teacher studied at UVM child care made me so confident in his education. This program is a assessor for UVM families, students and the state of Vermont early childhood
education.

This is disheartening. Not only to the families, staff, students, professors, and alum who are affected, but this puts the whole Early Ed program at risk. It’s also undercutting early
educators and doing a huge disservice to the children involved.

This center had given me such an advantage when entering into the early education field in my career. I now own a youth soccer franchise because I found the love of working with
children here. I entered Uvm as a PT major and quickly changed when I saw these adorable children walking around living and learning. Please do not take this away.
I got my degree in Early Childhood Education from UVM and entered the workforce prepared because of my experiences at the CCS. This last-minute closure is irresponsible and
cowardly.
This is one of the best assets UVM has. It is an amazing school and has so much to offer. I understand the need to make budget cuts right now, but there are so many other things
that should be cut before this. The teachers are heartbroken, the parents are heartbroken, and the children are going to be heartbroken. Every teacher there genuinely cares for
those kids and puts their heart and soul into their jobs there. Shutting this down will do a HUGE disservice to any future education students at UVM. This children’s center has
inspired so many students and it is a shame that you are closing it. It is ironic that an educational facility such as a university cuts out an children’s center...there are going to be
many prospective education students who choose to go elsewhere because this children’s center is no longer available as an opportunity. I can guarantee you that if you close this
center, you will regret it.
The CCS was one of the main reasons I attended UVM for my college degree. The program helped shape me into the teacher and caregiver I am today. The experience I had at
the CCS is one I will never forget and it truly helped me with skills and knowledge I didn’t know before working in the school. The program was one I will never forget and I can’t think
of any other way to want to learn about children or teaching than in the Campus Children’s School.

The UVM Campus Children’s School is an institution. As a UVM alum and early educator working in the field, our city needs quality childcare, and ones that help to educate and
inspire. Please help to restore this school, our community needs it!
I learned how to be a teacher at this school when I was a UVM student and so did the majority of my colleagues at Burlington Children's Space. Please save this school!
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6/4/2020 10:25:58 Chelsea Laberge

Claberge@cvsdvt.org

UVM Alum

This school is imperative to the learning and development of EDEC students. This will reduce the strengths of this program greatly. I am concerned for the effects that this will have
on early childhood education in Vermont. Across the board, we have seen people routinely cut funding for the earliest learners and cut the salaries of early childhood workers and
UVM has a responsibility to set a better example for the community at large. This is embarrassing to read about as an alum of the program and as a teacher of young children in
our K-4 public schools. I want to continue to be proud of my degree and my program. I want to continue to be proud of UVM. Please don’t downgrade the program, and leave many
families and children in limbo during a difficult time in our state and country.
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6/4/2020 10:30:50 Hannah Mislan

hmislan@ps340.org

UVM Alum

The Campus Children's Center was essential to my studies in Early Childhood Ed as an undergraduate student at UVM and my time there continues to ground and inspire my
teaching at a public school in NYC, 6 years later. I can only hope that UVM can find a way to open it back up so that other students get the same valuable teaching models that I did.
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maconepeter@gmail.com UVM Alum
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6/4/2020 10:47:44 Matt Joseph

matt@apllc.net
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6/4/2020 11:10:17
6/4/2020 12:03:23
6/4/2020 12:04:15
6/4/2020 12:23:51

UVM Alum
charlottebrett91@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Naomi.isabella.wallner@gmail.com
UVM Alum
dnavin@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
ebevowitz@gmail.com
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6/4/2020 12:30:07 Quinell Feder

Qpfeder@gmail.com

UVM Alum
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6/4/2020 12:46:08 Dylan Hertzberg

dhertzbe@uvm.edu

UVM Alum
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6/4/2020 12:53:05
6/4/2020 12:57:15
6/4/2020 13:45:26
6/4/2020 13:47:23
6/4/2020 13:59:44
6/4/2020 14:07:19
6/4/2020 14:58:31
6/4/2020 15:00:33
6/4/2020 15:06:04
6/4/2020 15:16:50
6/4/2020 15:18:53
6/4/2020 15:28:09
6/4/2020 15:28:56
6/4/2020 15:36:06
6/4/2020 15:42:27
6/4/2020 15:58:55
6/4/2020 16:12:26
6/4/2020 16:28:47
6/4/2020 16:47:57
6/4/2020 17:21:51
6/4/2020 17:56:57
6/4/2020 18:16:28
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6/4/2020 18:39:33 Samantha Elgin

UVM Alum
samantha.s.elgin@gmail.com
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6/4/2020 19:38:08 Giles N Willey

gilesw13@gmail.com
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637

6/4/2020 19:53:46 Sabrina Veo
6/4/2020 20:12:02 Frankie Wisnowski

UVM Alum
Sveo@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
Frzndrinkawater@gmail.com
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6/4/2020 20:21:27 Margaret Romano
6/4/2020 21:41:06 Emily Shapiro

Mpetrarca4@gmail.com UVM Alum
Emilyhshapiro@gmail.comUVM Alum
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6/4/2020 21:46:49 Jessie Ransom
6/4/2020 22:51:15 Lauren Chapman
6/4/2020 23:09:08 Leslie Freedman

UVM Alum
jlransom@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
Lchapman1519@comcast.net
Lafreedman@hotmail.comUVM Alum
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6/4/2020 23:22:41 Amanda Conklin

aconklin510@gmail.com UVM Alum

Charlotte Bregg
Naomi Wallner
Daisy Navin
Erica Leiserowitz

UVM Alum

Kendal Castele
kendal.castele@uvm.edu UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Don Markie
dmarkie@millriverschools.org
Phillip Zapkin
phillipzapkin@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Julia Runcie
julia.runcie@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
Fern Thompson
margaret.el.thompson@gmail.com
Georgia Jensen
georgia.jensen@uvm.edu UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Dimas Zuniga
dzuniga@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
Marion
skiak.mw@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Melanie Berthiaume
melbaysta@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Meghan Charleen Cobb mccsnap@yahoo.com
UVM Alum
Amaryah Pendlebury
Alstinson@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Sami Weinberg
Samanthalynneweinberg@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Shannon
sehuda@cox.net
UVM Alum
Elizabeth Abramson NibleyAbramson.elizabeth@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Kristina O'Donnell
Kristina_az_12@yahoo.com
Erica Tremblay
etremblay3@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Gennifer Cady
genninvt@hotmail.com
Katie Bedell
katieebedell@gmail.com UVM Alum
Katlyn Morris
katlynbrynne@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Haley Warren
hrwarren@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
Gurshinder Budwal
gursh904@yahoo.com
Cece VeStrand
cecvestrand@gmail.com UVM Alum

UVM Alum

E
The school works so well for faculty looking for daycare and early childhood education students looking for hands on experiences. Win-win!
Excellent early childhood education is a great first step towards facilitating the mental and social development of the next generation, which we will task with fixing the catastrophic
failures of our own generation -- such as climate change and violence in America. The Campus Children's School provides the aforementioned excellent early childhood education.
it might seem like an easy answer to close the school in light of current circumstances; however, that is regrettably short-sighted. As we hand over responsibility of fixing our
generation's failures to the younger generation, the least we can do is to provide them with the tools they need to succeed in this mission. I propose that the Campus Children's
School should remain open.
My time at Campus Children's made me into the educator I am today. The school is essential to the community because it provides desperately needed child care but also because
it helps create teachers who value the whole child. In these horrible times we need these teachers more than ever. Closing the school will be a huge blow to the community and
also to the quality of the Early Childhood EducationProgram at UVM. I highly recommend that you agree to this petition and look for other ways to cut costs as cutting an essential
program such as this is not the answer.

My best friend learned how to become a teacher here. She learned how to change lives, I know she wants that same opportunity for future educators. It’s what the students deserve.
Please continue to invest in the future. Please stop investing in fossil fuels, the wellness environment, cutting arts + humanities, and spending money on useless construction.
University of Vermont is unique in that it is a campus that promotes free thought and community. It is not like any other college and grants students the opportunity to live more
alternative lifestyles.
Garamella, you have a duty to uphold what makes UVM a great and unique school that reflects the values of the student body, instead of upholding the values of investors. Think
like a UVM professor and student and think interdisciplinarily. This is a SCHOOL not a corporation. Run it like a school, not a business. Please.
This school is not only important for families, but for UVM early childhood education students. The amount of growth and love I developed for teaching through this school was
unimaginable. Working at UVM CCS was the biggest blessing of my life. The friendships I made there, the growth through direct feedback and UVM's educational program, the
relationships I made with the families, all of it. This is the school that shaped me into becoming a teacher. It truly defined and excelled what it means to be a school of learning. I still
look back at my lesson plans, I still look over my feedback, I still incorporate everything that I have learned at this school into my teaching practice and will continue to do so for the
rest of my life. This school was SO important both for education students and families. It will be doing a lot more harm than good if it closes its doors permanently. Be prepared for
the Early Ed. program to take a huge loss in terms of UVM student success and confidence moving forward. Not every university is as blessed as UVM to have such an amazing
school, and it will be devastating to see it go. I will do anything to help keep it around just so other generations of UVM students can have the confidence and success that I have
found, all because of the guidance from the CCS.
I fully, with all my heart, support this cause!!
#ChopFromTheTopUVM

There is always a way.
I loved seeing the school everyday on my walk to class & hearing from community members what an amazing school it was!
Please save the center as a positive experience for UVM students, staff, and their children!
Student and worked at CCS for a few summers.
Campus Children School is a much needed service, providing quality care to children in need

I learned so much from this school and having early access to teaching in the classroom made me the teacher I am today. Don’t close this school!
In order to hire and keep good people you NEED to support their infrasture. Please do not close

Many parents of the UVM family rely on this child care to help assit in day to day care for their children and still be close by. It Allows easy pick up and drop off as well.
This school was a big part of my development as a teacher in the early childhood program! It helped me build relationships and find my way and place at the university. It helped me
by also allowing me to work there as well as student teach. It is a wonderful place for teachers, students, families and children. It is an amazingly innovative school that is so hard to
find these days. Please find a way to bring it back! This is a tragedy.
The school has always been a great resource for UVM staff to allow the family vs work conversation to be a bit easier to navigate. I'm not sure exactly what the reason for shutting
down might be but suspect COVID is in their somewhere. UVM has always been on the leading edge of so many things. I would think this would be the perfect opportunity to
exhibit a forward thinking position that allows a respectful understanding of the COVID concerns balanced with some sanity that we also have to live normal lives. Thanks. Giles
The Campus Children’s School is so important to the children, UVM students who have beautiful learning experiences there, along with the teachers and families of children.
Education Matters
The Campus Children’s School shaped my educational career. It provides the highest quality care to children and instills values children need. It also teaches education students to
be thoughtful and respectful educators.
My experience at UVM would not have been the same without CCS. The staff at UVM deserve a safe and trustworthy place to send their very young children and infants while they
work.

I had the privilege of receiving an early childhood education degree from UVM and will never forget my time spent at the Campus Children’s School. I can not stress enough the
importance that childcare has in today’s world! I am extremely proud to say that I graduated with the degree I have. I owe my whole career to UVM and the CCS. I am eternally
grateful for this program and would do anything to help support the CCS.
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6/5/2020 0:54:29 Katherine Wohlers
6/5/2020 6:48:46 Sage Ryan
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kat.wohlers@gmail.com UVM Alum
sage.ryan30@gmail.com UVM Alum
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6/5/2020 7:36:18 Staci Silverstein
6/5/2020 7:41:50 Whitlee Burghardt
6/5/2020 7:59:20 Phil Ortego

UVM Alum
Staci113@aol.com
UVM Alum
whitleeburghardt@yahoo.com
UVM Alum
philortego@gmail.com

E
CCS was one of the most meaningful parts of my student experience at UVM. Without CCS, I would not be the teacher or person I am today!!
The Campus Children’s School is a vital part of the UVM Community, and the Early Childhood Education Program. When looking at colleges, CCS set UVM apart from the others,
and was ultimately the reason I committed to UVM. Please bring back The Campus Children’s School. This is a huge loss... a life changing loss, to the college students, faculty,
children, parents, and entire community.

The staff, faculty, families, teachers, and children at CCS do not deserve this. It breaks my heart to see this astonishing school end so abruptly. Please, do everything in your power
to keep CCS going!!!
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6/5/2020 10:00:10
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6/5/2020 11:10:37
6/5/2020 12:30:28
6/5/2020 14:49:25
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Lindsay Quenneville
Sari turner
Caylee Whitaker
Emma Stuhl
Nicole Tenney
Hannah Tenenbaum
ben stoddard
Ravi Misra
Colleen Levins
Sarah Molesworth
Brie Hornig
Meaghan Lavigne
Abby hurwitz
Meghan Rivis

6/6/2020 8:59:45 Blakely Gilmore
6/6/2020 9:08:42 Liz Subin
6/6/2020 9:56:46 Alivia Nelson

UVM Alum
lquennev@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Sariturner@gmail.com
Cayleestar@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
estuhl123@gmail.com
UVM Alum
neandc@gmail.com
htenenbaum1@gmail.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
ben.sstoddard29@gmail.com
UVM Alum
ravi_misra@urmc.rochester.edu
UVM Alum
clevins@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
sarahjmolesworth@gmail.net
brianna.hornig@uvm.edu UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Meaghan.lavigne@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Anhurwit@uvm.edu
rivis.meghan@gmail.com UVM Alum
Gilmoreblakely@gmail.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
lizsubin@gmail.com
alivianelson5@gmail.com UVM Alum
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6/6/2020 14:21:07
6/6/2020 14:44:18
6/6/2020 15:08:56
6/6/2020 15:16:40
6/6/2020 15:31:42
6/6/2020 16:02:47
6/6/2020 16:36:53
6/6/2020 16:59:08
6/6/2020 19:27:13
6/6/2020 19:41:51
6/6/2020 20:13:28

Janet Hill Lawson
Justina
Catherine Burgess
Julia Dalenberg
Kyla DuMont
Shelley Marshall
Elizabeth Smith
Caroline Sullivan
Roanna Campbell
Hayley Welch
Olivia payne
Ryan Nordle
Aimee Bosley
Gregg Bonti
Annie Butkus
Rebecca Habalow
Fiona Dauphinee
Samantha Sullivan
Ava Williams
Mary Ann Ray

janlawson@comcast.net UVM Alum
UVM Alum
jalumbra@gmail.com
Csburgess98@gmail.com UVM Alum
juliadalenberg@gmail.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
Dumont11@gmail.com
UVM Alum
vtnative58@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Liza.smith@fnesu.org
UVM Alum
csulli39@uvm.edu
rosie8381@hotmail.com UVM Alum
Hlwelch143@gmail.com UVM Alum
Olivia.payne@uvm.edu UVM Alum
ryan.nordle@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Asbosley@gmail.com
UVM Alum
Gkbonti@gmail.com
Anniebutkus@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Rebecca.habalow@gmail.com
fionadauph@gmail.com UVM Alum
Ssullivan1496@gmail.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
wava26@gmail.com
UVM Alum
maryann.ray@uvmhealth.org
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6/6/2020 21:18:58
6/6/2020 23:24:47
6/7/2020 7:20:48

joe bottiggi
Stephanie Duncan
Hannah Chodosh
Megan Maynard Jacob
Matthew Cunha
Jill Rademacher
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6/3/2020 12:37:17 Karen Glass
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6/3/2020 17:42:20 Lara Collins

bovermont@yahoo.com UVM Alum
Sduncan2829@gmail.comUVM Alum
UVM Alum
hannah.chodosh@gmail.com
Memaynar@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM Alum
Mcunha@uvm.edu
UVM Alum
Jill.s.rademacher@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Adjunct
faculty member
Karen.glass@uvm.edu
UVM Alum, Also
attended the childcare
Larakcollins@gmail.com center from baby to K
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6/4/2020 10:02:38 Sarah Stanger
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6/2/2020 17:39:33 Kate Cappleman Sinz
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6/2/2020 20:58:33 Denise Mellia
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6/3/2020 6:25:40 Justine Viets
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6/3/2020 8:06:52 Charlotte Safran

sstanger@allegheny.edu UVM Alum, CCS Alum
UVM Alum, Community
Cappwoma@yahoo.com member
UVM Alum, Community
drdenisemellia@gmail.commember
UVM Alum, Community
Justinevmc@yahoo.com member
UVM Alum, Community
member
Charlotte.safran@uvmhealth.org

Thank you for your work navigating these challenging times!

Childcare is essential now more than ever as we all try to recover from the COVID shutdowns.
Quality childcare is vital for parents to return to work, and know that their children are safe, happy, and well cared for.
This school helped foster my love of teaching and was so important in my life. It’s so heartbreaking to imagine it closing its doors for good.
Caring for our UVM families is of utmost importance. Please consider all options and involve the community before closing.
UVM CCS helped cultivate my teaching philosophy of play, classroom environment as a third teacher, hands on learning, and teaching the child as a whole person. I’m not sure I
would have gotten these same experiences/beliefs else where during my undergrad. So sad to hear this.

This decision seems heavy handed and "top down"...should be "bottom up" in consultation with those served and the providers. This is a STATE College "for the people", and
should not be run like our present federal government.

I lived in L&L above the children’s school. The kids were so adorable. Please keep this program going!
I loved working here and I would hate to see students miss out on that opportunity to work there and experience it
Absolutely essential place for the students, teachers, children, and community. It is a landmark and cornerstone of education in theory and praxis.

Professors need childcare and students need this valuable experience !

Please keep the UVM's Campus Children's School open
Defunding is the Trademark of Radicals these days...leave Child Care out of it! How about slashing the salaries of excessively paid UVM administrators/bureaucrats? Supposedly
they are in the profession because they 'care about kids.' If so, well then show it!

The importance of high quality, and especially on-site child care for UVM employees cannot be stressed enough. It is a strong recruiting tool, and is an essential support system for
new faculty. It is a great mistake to remove access to this resource.

I went to CCS from the time I was 3 months old until Kindergarten - my parents were faculty members at UVM at the time. This past year I graduated from UVM with a PhD in
Clinical and Developmental Psychology. CCS is vital to the UVM community and I urge you to reconsider this decision.

This decision is unfair if your own community was not consulted. This school served as a strong role model for all area programs. It is vital to the child care community’s growth and
development, let alone to the families it served.
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UVM Alum, Community
member
Victoria.a.marini@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Dayle Sargeant
Alluneedisdub24@yahoo.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Susan Loiselle
Slois35577@aol.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Tess Prestage
Tessabigail0318@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
Katie Parker
Katie.parker@mmuusd.orf member
UVM Alum, Community
Stacy Crosby
stacy.crosby@gmail.com member
UVM Alum, Community
member
Emily Pijanowski
emily.pijanowski@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Megan Davidow
megdavidow@aol.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Danielle Hubbard
Daniellehurley1@hotmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Steele Lewis
Steelelew@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Bryn Matthews
brynmatthews0@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Emilie Besl
Erainville8@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Alexandra O Kavouksorianasmall83@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
Lindsey Halman
lindseyhalman@gmail.commember
UVM Alum, Community
member
Pamela Farmer
Pfarmer@fwsu.org
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6/4/2020 17:22:51 Deb Morits
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6/4/2020 19:38:39 Elizabeth Chambers
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6/5/2020 6:17:07 Meghan McGrath

UVM Alum, Community
member
Abigail.wise@mymail.champlain.edu
UVM Alum, Community
Amanda Chung
amandalchung@gmail.commember
UVM Alum, Community
Tre McCarney
Mccarneytre@gmail.com member
UVM Alum, Community
member
Jessica Oski
jesoski@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
MT Bliss
mtmbliss@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
Cayenne MacHarg
Cayennem@gmail.com member
UVM Alum, Community
member
MacKenzie Seeley
Mackenziemseeley@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member, collaborative
partner at Champlain
Christine Gilliam
christinegilliam@gmail.comValley Head Start
UVM Alum, Community
member, Current
preschool teacher in the
community
Tamara Henson
Tpopovac@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member, Former CCS
staff ❤
Amanda Terreri Ferguson Ferguson.amandat@gmail.com
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UVM Alum, Community
N.e.bastante@gmail.com member
UVM Alum, Community
member
Melamede@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member
Deborah.morits@uvmhealth.org
UVM Alum, Community
member
echambe3@uvm.edu
UVM Alum, Community
member
meghan.mcgrath@gmail.com

E

Good child care is hard to come by as is. This school was a wonderful resource for community, and UVM.

This school is the cornerstone of the education program

Such a special program for both children, UVM students and educators

Closing the center just when families are returning to work is unacceptable! There is already a shortage of childcare in our state and removing one of the highest quality programs
makes no sense. Please consider creating a committee to address concerns about sustaining the childcare center.
UVM needs to do better for its community, where so far it has done nothing but damage. The lack of effort it has put towards caring for their students, their faculty and now the
Burlington Community's CHILDREN is astounding. The more time that passes, the more I am ashamed to say that I attended this place. Garimella, I call on you to DO BETTER.
MAKE AN EFFORT.
Our incredible nanny who took care of our twins for the first two years of their lives was trained at this school through her Early Ed major. It shaped her and how she approached
child care. Our community would be at a loss without this school and program.

If anything, this program should be expanded to meet the needs of UVM families as well as community families. Admin salaries and athletics seem less important than supporting
families during this time.
If UVM is truly welcoming students back to campus in the Fall, CESS students deserve to have the vital practicum experience that CSS offers. Faculty and staff need child care in
order to teach and work, which UVM seems to expect of them. Children deserve a space that facilitates the best possible development. Licensed teachers are very likely willing to
work through the new child care regulations because they LOVE the work beyond any one struggle. I am one myself so I speak from experience. Closing without consulting any of
these stakeholders is narrow sighted, irresponsible, and honestly just rude.

Now is not the time to cut back on UVMs commitment to children and families.

Closing the campus child care center is devastating for our entire community, not just UVM. Quality care for our youngest population is of utmost importance to the health and well
being of our community. The center prepared young educators to enter the workforce to provide the best care and education for children from birth on up. Without this opportunity,
our youngest children will suffer. Re-open the center immediately. Make cuts elsewhere. Do not cut the care and development of our youngest population and future teachers.
As an undergrad student at UVM (Fall ‘09 graduate) in the program of early childhood education, the campus children’s school was a place that I spent a lot of time in, observing
and learning what a true childcare center should look like, one that honors the children. There are not many places in Vermont like this, and we need more of them to set the path to
excellence in child honoring. Closing the school would put so many at a disadvantage and be a true loss to our community. I understand the fight that we face every day, and I ask
you to join the fight, not leave it.
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6/6/2020 7:19:16 Adam Deyo

D
UVM Alum, Community
member, Former CCS
teacher and current
parent of two alumni
adamdeyo@fastmail.com (now 13 and 9).

UVM Alum, Community
member, Former CCS
teacher for 10 years
UVM Alum, Community
member, Former
Benjamin Kennedy
Bckennedy94@gmail.com teacher!
UVM Alum, Community
member, Former UVM
Trustee
Kesha Ram
kesha.ram@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Community
member, Our daughter
attended CCS
Kim Monteaux De Freitas monteaux@mac.com
UVM Alum, Community
member, relative of
young learners in the
Elizabeth Fitzgerald
snowoiseau@gmail.com program
UVM Alum, Community
Charity R. Clark
charity.clark@gmail.com member, UVM Affiliate
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6/3/2020 5:56:00 Deborah Gale

Kristinmca@yahoo.com

UVM Alum, Community
member, UVM retiree
UVM Alum, Community
member, UVM vendor athletics
Ahawks@vermontsportsproperties.com
UVM Alum, Daughter will
be a SR in the fall
kkitonis@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Former CCC
parent and former UVM
meredithwking@gmail.comstaff member
dgale@uvm.edu

E

Please consider keeping the Campus Children’s School open!
I currently provide special education services to children in community programs. I know first hand of the challenges of finding adequate, much less outstanding, early education
experiences for young children. It is a detriment to our community, locally and nationally, to close this program. The teachers in this program do so much more than nurture the
growth of young children. They also provide exemplary models for what early education should look like. They present locally and nationally to share their expertise. This program
is respected and held in the highest regard. People who are touched by the CCS are forever inspired to do better for our youngest citizens. Shame on you, UVM, for not
recognizing the value this program brings to our community and beyond.

This has been a world-class example of a child care facility right in our backyard. A tremendous and short-sighted loss.

Please reconsider closing CCS. This decision comes without truly thinking through the impact on the UVM, Burlington and State community.

As a first year student living on East campus, I loved seeing the kids and teachers playing and learning. It was very grounding and somehow comforting. It makes me so sad to
think that future students won’t have that feeling that they are a part of a “whole” community, not just students their age.
The abrupt closure of this excellent childcare/preschool, without notification to the community, is unfair and detrimental to the children, families, and teachers. Please reconsider this
decision. I understand that these are difficult times financially, but the option of taking time to make a plan for either its continuation or closure seems right to me.

Please reinstate!
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UVM Alum, Former
Director of UVM´s OIES,
3 children attended CCS I have sent a letter to the President, Provost and Dean of Education.
Our daughter Natalie was lucky enough to be a part of the program for three years, and it was a phenomenal experience for her, especially in terms of social and emotional growth.
She was bumped around through 4 different daycares before we landed at CCS and the experience completely reset our expectations of what childcare could (and should) be. She
got dirty hunting snakes in the woods, happy danced to Michael Jackson, made challah bread, and created many artistic and written masterpieces. The center was our extended
family and to this day we are still in touch with a number of the parents and student teachers, who went from babysitting to taking over classrooms of their own. The fact that this
center was closed without discussion or input is shocking and frankly short-sighted. I am appalled that the UVM admin does not see value in investing in the future of Vermonters,
from preschoolers through UVM students.
UVM Alum, Former
(And speaking to the bottom line and UVM’s desired reputation, imagine the individuals you will lose out in recruiting because this fundamental need is not being addressed or
faculty; child went to CCS offered as a benefit.)
Elizabeth.A.Berman@gmail.com
The Campus Children’s is a magical place. It supports UVM faculty and staff, it educates and cares for the youngest members of the community like no other early childhood center
I’ve known and helps create some of the finest teachers you’ll ever find. Closing the school will be a hard blow to the university community and to all those that passed through the
Jennypie26@gmail.com UVM Alum, Former staff doors for decades. Please reconsider keeping the school open. Thank you.

6/3/2020 12:02:25 Tricia McCourt

UVM Alum, Former staff
and work study student
of the children’s school,
parent of current UVM
mccourtmom@gmail.com student
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6/2/2020 20:57:07 Tami Johnson
6/4/2020 7:16:10 Caitlin “Cat” Healey

I was an ECHD 1991 grad. That center was the beginning of my teaching career. Please reconsider closing.
The CCC is a special place that has educated and cared for young children, with the assistance of Clark education students, for many years. At a time when there is not enough
quality child care and early education, closing The CCC would hurt children and the community.

Glp054@gmail.com

UVM Alum, Former staff
at Uvm campus
Talverso1228@gmail.com childrens school
UVM Alum, Former
student teacher at CCS
cathealey@gmail.com

Please consider the request to remain open for the current year and form a task force to address concerns.
The news of the sudden closure is devastating to me as I am certain it was for so many staff, students, and families. As a graduate from the uvm early childhood program, my
experience at the campus childrens center (school) as a student and staff significantly impacted who I am as a teacher, parent, and human being. It gave me the passion and tools
to make real positive change in other early childhood programming in Burlington (Burlington children's space) and to continue that influence where I live now in upstate New York.
During my visits to colleges during my senior year in high school, it was touring the campus childrens school with Dale Goldgaber that made me choose Uvm over all the other
universities /colleges I was accepted to. Had there not been a lab school on campus that valued kindness and acceptance in our very youngest I likely would have chosen a docent
school. I implore you to please not take that opportunity away from our future educators and reconsider your decision on choosing the campus childrens school.
This community wants more information surrounding this abrupt decision.
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UVM Alum, Former
teacher at CCS
Lauren.young79@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Former UVM
tejanotomas@gmail.com staff

Our nation significantly undervalues the importance of early childhood education, as demonstrated by the low salaries of the professionals in this field and the structural cracks and
financial cliffs that programs have had to navigate in order to stay afloat. While I understand the financial situation of the University and that perhaps CCS is not a “money-maker” I
hope that the decision makers behind cutting this incredible program realize the magnitude of this action and how many lives will be impacted.
At a time when our country seems to be imploding we need leaders who make thoughtful decisions and strategic plans, not seemingly rash decisions based on the bottom line. I
urge you to do better UVM: consider putting this decision on hold and creating a better solution. Our littlest citizens are counting on you.
This is where I learned so much of who I am as a teacher. It is an inspiring program that gave me the knowledge, experience, and passion to be a committed educated fiercely
committed to being a voice for the young.
The campus childrens school was a gem for families and children who were fortunate enough to have a spot. The long long wait list was a testament to the work of that school. As a
former program director in another local school the largest impact will be on the early education workforce. Hiring a uvm alum meant you were bringing someone into your program
who had quality experience in the value of early education. Caring for infants & toddlers is not a job that just anyone can do. When you hired a UVM early education student as a
teacher in your program you knew that they had been exposed and had practice being that type of teacher. The type of teacher who knows what curriculum can be for our youngest
UVM Alum, parent of two citizens, the type of teacher who was caring, empathetic and knew that these were years that set up a solid foundation for life as they make sense of this world. Please take a pause
ccs alums & former
from cutting this program. Rethink. Move the program to another building. Let families and alumni families come in and help brainstorm a move or how to make this work. I have
mentor teacher for 7
seen this program make an impact in the short term for the families and children but i have also seen this program make an impact and continue to do so when you look at the early
years
education field as a whole.
jnorris@shelburnefarms.org
UVM Alum, Parent of
two children who
attended UVM campus
children's school
Please consider relocating if dorm rooms are needed for covid19...not just terminate it...
tburke@burlingtontelecom.net
UVM Alum, former UVM
staff (lead teacher at
Campus Children's
LeahTighe@yahoo.com Center)
UVM Alum, Graduate of
catherine.tighe@gmail.comthe ECE program

mark.sustic@gmail.com

UVM Alum, philanthropy
(Turrell Fund), past
faculty/lecturer

Racioffi@gmail.com

UVM Alum, Spent
summers working at CCS
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Maureen Murphy
Melanie Bui, MD, PhD
Joanna Conant
Tracy Ballysingh
Jay Garvey
Eliana Castro
Colby Kervick

UVM Alum, UVM BS
Early Childhood
Education 1992 Former
CCS teacher 1993 1998
Vtcolq@gmail.com
UVM Alum, Uvm parent.
Son was former CCS
student as well
Maureenmurphylandry@hotmail.com
drmelaniebui@gmail.com UVM faculty
UVM faculty
joanna.conant@uvmhealth.org
tracy.ballysingh@uvm.eduUVM faculty
UVM faculty
jcgarvey@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
ecastro@msu.edu
UVM faculty
Ckervick @uvm.edu
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6/2/2020 22:18:57
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Jacqueline S. Weinstock
Jinny Huh
Cynthia Reyes
Kelly Clark/Keefe
Bernice Garnett
Tammy Kolbe
Nicole Conroy
Lauren MacKillop
Angela Capone
Lori Meyer
Erin Shoulberg

UVM faculty
jacqueline.weinstock@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Jinny.Huh@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
cyrey435@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
kclarkke@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
bgarnett@uvm.edu
tammy.kolbe@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
nconroy@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Lauren.mackillop@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
acapone1649@hotmail.com
UVM faculty
lori.meyer@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
eshoulbe@uvm.edu
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Leslie Colomb
Chris Burns
Prachi Ghule
Laura Haines
Emily Bruce

UVM faculty
lcolomb@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
chris.burns@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Pghule@med.uvm.edu
laura.haines@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
Emily.bruce@med.uvm.edu
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The UVM Campus Children’s School is much more than a campus child care facility. It is a home for many, a thoughtful and intentional training school for teacher of the very
youngest learners. It is a place for both children and young adult learners to find their way in our world. It is a place of advocacy for the competencies of young children. For me, it
has shaped who I am as a person: first as an undergraduate student, then as a teacher and adult, then as a parent. Ultimately my time at the Campus Children’s School has guided
my practice as a nurse practitioner to engage parents to recognize strengths and competencies of their own children. The closure of this teaching and learning site will send waves
of loss far beyond the campus at the University of Vermont. Please reconsider your budget cuts. This loss is much greater than financial.

so much to say, so little time..... one of the most things UVM could do for its own community (past, current, future), and no less important for Burlington, the region, the state, the
nation, the world

Your early childhood education students will be done a disservice by not having the opportunity for learning in the CCS environment. We need to be sending teachers out into the
work force who have been strongly mentored in appropriate practice and who have the hands on experience to back it up.
In addition, the need for quality early childhood education is great and all of these children are being done a disservice by leaving them without quality care. I work for the GBYMCA
currently and we have had many calls from your families looking for care. Unfortunately our waiting lists are also long and most will not get spots here either. Sometimes you have
to do what’s right for children and families. Yes, early care is not a money making proposition. Change needs to happen regarding the funding of early care. But slowly, EC is
coming to the attention of more and more legislators. We can’t abandon children and families now.

This school is/was tremendous. Find a way to save it.

As a developmentalist, I understand the critical importance of a strong school community for children and their families. I've also seen how many UVM students have gained so
much from their work in and connection to this school community. I do not want to see this lost!

This school made a tremendous difference for my child

It completely makes sense to me that a task force would be formed to examine this situation collaboratively.. This would be in the best interest of children, families and faculty.
Proud parent of two former CCS students. This is an amazing school that gets so much right. We need more child care at UVM and in Chittenden County, not less.
We need this gem more than ever to bring light to UVM and our whole community.
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UVM faculty
Jessica Crothers
Jessica.Crothers@uvmhealth.org
UVM faculty
Andrew Hale
Andrew.Hale@uvmhealth.org
UVM faculty
Wallace Kemper Alston, MD,
wallace.alston@uvmhealth.org
MPH
Seth Frietze
seth.frietze@med.uvm.eduUVM faculty
UVM faculty
Jaeda Coutinho-Budd
Jaeda.coutinho-budd@uvm.edu
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sharon Ultsch
Benjamin Dangl
Gillian L Galford
Roxana del Rio-Guerra

sultsch@gmail.com
bendangl@gmail.com
Gillian.Galford@UVM.edu
Rdelrio@uvm.edu

UVM faculty
UVM faculty
UVM faculty
UVM faculty
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UVM faculty
Martha.e.churchill@gmail.com
UVM faculty
Ewegner@uvm.edu
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UVM faculty
Mbravo@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
ross.colgate@med.uvm.edu
UVM faculty
nlafko@uvm.edu
f.fuacapoeira@gmail.com UVM faculty
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Maria Cristina Bravo
E. Ross Colgate
Nicole Breslend
Fabio Nascimento

kmanning@uvm.edu

UVM faculty

UVM faculty
Sarah Osten
sosten@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Charles-Louis Morand-Métivier
Cmorandm@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Teresa Mares
Tmares@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Benjamin Lee
blee7@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Angeline Chiu
achiu@uvm.edu
Katie Gough
kathleen.gough@uvm.eduUVM faculty
UVM faculty
Helen Morgan Parmett
Hxmorgan@uvm.edu
David Conner
davidsconer@gmail.com UVM faculty
UVM faculty
Rachael Montesano
Rachael.montesano@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Adriana Borra
aeborra@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Brad Bauerly
bbauerly@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Meghan Cope
mcope@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Thomas Chittenden
thomas.chittenden@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Dianna Murray-Close
dmurrayc@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Devika Singh
devika.singh@uvmhealth.org
UVM faculty
Val Rohy
vrohy@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Jamie Abaied
jabaied@gmail.com
UVM faculty
Susanmarie Harrington susanmarie.harrington@gmail.com
UVM faculty
Daniel Tobin
daniel.tobin@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Trisha Shrum
tshrum@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Travis Reynolds
twreynol@uvm.edu
Steven Kostell
steven.kostell@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
JANE PETRILLO
jane.petrillo@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Eric von Wettberg
ericvonwettberg@yahoo.com
yolanda.chen@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
dbaker@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
lisa.chase@uvm.edu
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Childcare is VITAL to reopening our institution and communities and it can be done safely in the time of COVID. Keeping early education programs closed disproportionately
affects young, female scientists/researchers/faculty/staff, often restricting and limiting their professional progression in a lasting and meaningful way. Please help support us and
make our community a real one. Otherwise, we ask the impossible: Work and take care of young children simultaneously. It's an impossible prospect and all lose.

This is a vital service to our UVM Faculty and Staff
This is unfair to faculty and staff who use it and to those families already trying to cope with a new normal of added stress. Shame on you UVM! This is short sighted and does not
show support of your faculty who have worked so hard to " pivot" and provide students with the education they expect.

My three children attended CCS from 1996-2005. The education, care, love they received was immeasurable. To close this place of immeasurable love, care and education is a
huge mistake. This community will lose something it treasures, essential childcare spots for UVM people that has already been too few for too long ! But most importantly it is losing
an essential training site for early education student teachers - affecting the availability of highly educated early ed teachers to work in the rest of the state.
My child doesn’t even go there (on the waitlist though) and I think this is a tragedy. My niece has gone through this program and it is phenomenal and a space I would want to send
my child

What is again the mission of this university?
The Children's School is more than an operation that needs a $500,000 expenditure from the University. It's a community-builder, student internship placement site, and evidence
that UVM respects family-oriented employees. We're overdue for an examination of how UVM can spend money in ways that reflect community-oriented values rather than an
emphasis on executive salaries.
Especially in these challenging times, it's imperative that UVM support faculty and staff with young children. This is one crucial piece of that responsibility of the institution to its
campus community.

Chop from the Top!

This is a cruel and short-sighted choice of cuts -- please rethink it and find the savings elsewhere!
We need more child care options in Vermont, not less. And we need to dedicate quality space on our campus for our children.

This is an important way to support our community and work.
There is generally a child care shortage, and our faculty need as much support as possible. Opening the facility to a wider range of students would be helpful.
Only 50% of childcare facilities are currently open in the state. By closing the Campus Children's center, the administration is further burdening young parents. I think it is important
for the university to show the foresight to protect the junior faculty and staff that are the future of UVM.

Let's live up to Our Common Ground, no unilateral decisions that affect faculty and staff. The CCS is critical to our academic mission. Save and expand the CCS. Our Land Grant
Institution cannot add to the dearth of childcare in Vermont by cutting 70 spots. Don't let the burden fall on parents with young children, students in early childhood, and faculty
conducting research and bringing in millions of dollars in grant funding.
Susan Comerford
Christine Weinberger
Alyssa Fischer
Sarah E. Turner

UVM faculty
scomerfo@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Christine.h.weinberger@uvmhealth.org
UVM faculty
Alyssa.fischer@uvmhealth.org
UVM faculty
seturner@uvm.edu
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oharraz@uvm.edu

UVM faculty
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mtniles@uvm.edu

UVM faculty
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fbertman@uvm.edu
hcscott88@gmail.com

UVM faculty
UVM faculty

This is detrimental to many families. In fact, the decision is discriminatory against working parents in general and working mothers in particular. Hard to believe this is where UVM
expects to save money.
Having children on campus is an incredible benefit for the families who use it (which is not me) but also provides broader community engagement. I love seeing the children out
walking through campus and engaging with our broader community and for the students that work there, its a wonderful hands on opportunity.
I attended this center as a toddler and we utilized the university childcare center at my Alma Mater when my boys were little. There is a huge perk to continued breastfeeding and
more time together when these university-based centers are protected & available.
In addition, NFS has several students who worked at this center and it deepened their understanding of pediatric nutrition.
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UVM faculty

UVM faculty
UVM faculty

In my mind, since my time at UVM as an undergraduate student from 1997-2001, and now as a faculty member, the Campus Children's School has been a cornerstone of campus
life and a valuable part of the campus community. I ask that UVM carefully reexamine this decision and make use of our entrepreneurial spirit to explore options for maintaining this
vital resource.
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6/4/2020 16:30:34 Thomas P DeSisto
6/4/2020 17:12:33 Nancy Welch

tdesisto@gmail.com
Nwelch@uvm.esu
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6/4/2020 17:15:24 Julia M Smith
6/4/2020 17:21:41 Jason Stockwell

UVM faculty
jmsmith@uvm.edu
jason.stockwell@uvm.edu UVM faculty
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6/4/2020 17:22:24 Michael Blouin

mrblouin@uvm.edu

UVM faculty

The recent closure of the Children's Campus School is a dramatic blow to our entire community, not just at UVM, but also throughout the Burlington area. In a region where
childcare is incredibly difficult to find, this makes life even more difficult for families. Further, this closure has real and substantial consequences for our students, staff, faculty, and
current families in this program. Surely we can be more creative in how we address budget challenges at our University.

835
836

6/4/2020 17:42:13 Emily Morgan
6/4/2020 17:57:51 Nikki Khanna

ehmorgan@uvm.edu
Nkhanna@uvm.edu

UVM faculty
UVM faculty

I was so looking forward to utilizing the campus children's school in the future. It is such an asset to have children close to support breastfeeding and maximize productive time.
I treasure the years and my daughter attended CCS! This is a big loss to our community.

837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848

6/4/2020 18:06:36
6/4/2020 18:12:36
6/4/2020 19:25:34
6/4/2020 20:39:12
6/4/2020 21:00:07
6/4/2020 21:40:46
6/4/2020 23:13:30
6/4/2020 23:50:15
6/5/2020 6:25:16
6/5/2020 8:31:29
6/5/2020 8:37:51
6/5/2020 9:18:17

Erica Andrus
Maeve Eberhardt
Pablo Bose
Ilyse Morgenstein Fuerst
Jessica Strolin-Goltzman
Keith Burt
Kate Nolfi
Paula Higa
Erin Hansen
Ingrid Nelson
Matthew Dugan
Kelly Rohan

UVM faculty
eandrus@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
maeve.eberhardt@gmail.com
UVM faculty
pbose@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
IMorgens@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
jstrolin@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Keith.Burt@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Knolfi@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
phiga@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Hansendesigns79@gmail.com
UVM faculty
ilnelson@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
mjdugan@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
kelly.rohan@uvm.edu

849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861

6/5/2020 10:45:25
6/5/2020 13:52:43
6/5/2020 20:19:03
6/6/2020 7:57:10
6/6/2020 8:16:04
6/6/2020 10:41:30
6/6/2020 21:06:50
6/6/2020 21:08:16
6/6/2020 21:53:10
6/6/2020 22:41:30
6/6/2020 23:32:28
6/7/2020 0:30:48
6/7/2020 6:34:46

Kelly Tourville
kelly.tourville@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
Lizzy Pope
efpope@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Nancy Gauvin
Nancy.gauvin@med.uvm.edu
Selene Colburn
Selene.colburn@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
Melissa Willard-Foster
melissa.willard-foster@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Kate Cowles
kcowles@uvm.edu
Allison Stafford
allison.anacker@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
James Stafford
stafja@gmail.com
UVM faculty
Paul Bierman
pbierman@uvm.edu
Deane Wang
Deane.Wang@uvm.edu UVM faculty
UVM faculty
Donna Ramirez HarringtonDjramire@uvm.edu
UVM faculty
Nico Perdrial
Nperdria@uvm.edu
Bindu Panikkar
panikkar.bindu@gmail.comUVM faculty

862

6/7/2020 7:41:43 Alison K Brody

akbrody@uvm.edu

UVM faculty

fschmidt@uvm.edu

UVM Faculty Emeritus
UVM faculty,
Administrator

863

6/4/2020 21:52:59 Fred Schmidt

864

6/6/2020 11:32:58 Jesse Suter

jessecsuter@gmail.com

865

6/4/2020 13:42:07 Julia Barker

UVM faculty, UVM Alum
julia.barker@uvmhealth.org

866

6/6/2020 20:07:59 Katharine L Cheung

klcheung@med.uvm.edu UVM faculty, UVM Alum

867

6/4/2020 5:15:45 Julie Benay

868

6/2/2020 12:49:33 KATHERINE DEVITT

869

6/3/2020 13:43:57 Autumn Albrecht

870
871

6/4/2020 8:37:22 Catherine Paris
6/3/2020 11:35:41 Brassart

jbenay@mac.com

It would better serve the educational aims of the institution and the university community as a whole to find a way to expand the on-campus child-care options rather than reduce
them.

If President Garimella truly understands that lack of opportunity contributes to the strife of our society, as he mentioned in his recent letter, he should know that this school provides
the exact kind of opportunity for children in our community that he's looking for. It is short-sighted and goes against the educational mission of UVM to close it.

Our two sons went through this program and received unparalleled care and education from the wonderful providers at the Campus Children's School. They deserve our support!

In 2020, we cannot go backwards - we must provide childcare at UVM for faculty and staff.
Unilateral action for important community matters is expedient but often not right.

Closing the Campus Children's School is in direct conflict with the stated desire to serve the community. Even if only University employees (and few of them) are able to access the
opportunity to send their children to UVM's Children's School, closing it puts additional burden on the larger community for which childcare is already a severely limited commodity.
The Campus Children's School has provided an absolutely essential service to hard pressed, over worked younger families in the University Community. The service stretches far
beyond the dollar value in that it provides a high quality pre-school program, is convenient time was as well as an accessible location. It's hard to envision a satisfactory alternative.

UVM faculty, UVM Alum,
Dee Dee Jameson’s
daughter and a graduate
of the ECE program.

UVM faculty, UVM Alum,
katiedevitt@hotmail.com UVM Medical Center staff
UVM faculty, UVM
student
It saddens me that this decision was made without consulting the teachers or families first, or providing time to find new jobs and places to enroll children.
amalbrec@uvm.edu
UVM Facutly and
Immediate Past
President of the UVM
Faculty Senate
cparis@uvm.edu
Arthur.brassart@gmail.comUVM family

Petition to support UVM Campus Children's School
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872

6/3/2020 6:07:37 Stacey Knee

873
874

6/7/2020 6:42:32 Robin Frantz
6/3/2020 14:44:48 Zpora R Perry

875

6/2/2020 15:15:42 Emily Pigeon

876
877

6/3/2020 19:15:02 Julie Brown
6/4/2020 21:00:39 Ava Harder

878
879
880

6/4/2020 11:25:17 Robert Bauer
6/3/2020 18:26:39 Tia Bolívar
6/4/2020 18:04:33 Jennifer Brentrup

UVM FAMILY
Staceyknee13@yahoo.com
UVM Health Network
robinefrantz@gmail.com Staff
UVM MC employee
zpora.perry@uvmhealth.org
uvm men's basketball
epigeon@maplerun.org ticket holder
Uvm mentor teacher for
education students
Jbrown@bsdvt.org
UVM parent
Ava.altman.harder@gmail.com
UVM parent and
Burlington community
member
bob.bauer@mac.com
hypatia.bolivar@uvm.edu UVM postdoc
jennifer.brentrup@uvm.eduUVM post-doc

881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893

6/4/2020 11:40:39
6/3/2020 11:14:43
6/5/2020 18:52:57
6/2/2020 13:21:02
6/2/2020 13:23:29
6/2/2020 13:54:42
6/2/2020 20:43:25
6/2/2020 21:34:54
6/2/2020 22:42:57
6/2/2020 22:52:54
6/2/2020 23:33:58
6/3/2020 0:33:27
6/3/2020 1:32:32

UVM Postdoctoral Fellow
sulamunn.coleman@uvm.edu
UVM resident
Katelyn.Shea@uvmhealth.org
peter.spitzform@uvm.edu UVM retiree
dawn.caffrey@uvm.edu UVM staff
Heather.Cyr@uvm.edu UVM staff
maryandskip@comcast.netUVM staff
UVM staff
Klemire@hughes.net
14butembo@gmail.com UVM staff
UVM staff
Ebakervt@gmail.com
UVM staff
Vjones1@uvm.edu
Melissa.blais@gmail.com UVM staff
UVM staff
mrai@uvm.edu
UVM staff
Swarring@UVM.edu

Sulamunn Coleman
Katelyn Shea
Peter Spitzform
Dawn Caffrey
Heather Cyr
Mary Barton
Karen Lemire
Kavira
Erin Baker
Victoria Jones
Melissa Floersch
Menuka Rai
Sarah Warrington

894

6/3/2020 6:16:13 Cheryl Collins

Cheryl.collins@uvm.edu UVM staff

895
896
897
898

6/3/2020 7:02:58
6/3/2020 7:26:43
6/3/2020 7:39:14
6/3/2020 8:24:34

james.duncan@uvm.edu UVM staff
UVM staff
Mdevarn1@uvm.edu
UVM staff
Ilithgow@uvm.edu
UVM staff
Lawler.Jacqueline@gmail.com

899

6/3/2020 8:28:54 Stephanie Glock

sglock@uvm.edu

UVM staff

900

6/3/2020 8:51:54 Kimberly Meilleur

kmeilleu@uvm.edu

UVM staff

Jim Duncan
Morgan DeVarney
Isora
Jacqueline Lawler

901
902
903
904

6/3/2020 9:10:01
6/3/2020 9:25:46
6/3/2020 10:32:12
6/3/2020 11:47:31

Minna Roussi
Weiwei Wang
Jennifer O'Donnell
Catherine Leah Ryan

UVM staff
mroussi@uvm.edu
UVM staff
wwang@uvm.edu
jennifer.odonnell@uvm.eduUVM staff
UVM staff
clryan@med.uvm.edu

905
906
907
908

6/3/2020 11:49:57
6/3/2020 11:53:18
6/3/2020 12:01:50
6/3/2020 12:07:02

Rajan Chawla
Brian Keats
Emily Carlos
Pete Estes

UVM staff
rajan.chawla@med.uvm.edu
UVM staff
bkeats79@gmail.com
UVM staff
ecarlos@uvm.edu
UVM staff
pestes@uvm.edu

909
910
911

6/3/2020 12:08:34 Adam Hurwitz
6/3/2020 12:40:48 Nora Shahoud
6/3/2020 12:47:43 Terri Messier

adam.hurwitz@uvm.edu UVM staff
nora.shahoud@uvm.edu UVM staff
UVM staff
tmessier@uvm.edu

912

6/3/2020 13:00:47 Tatiana Andrievskaya

tandriev@uvm.edu

UVM staff

E
My sister worked here during her years at uvm and it was such an amazing experience for both the students and children in the program. They were so innovative and creative
which is so important for the growth and development of young children. Please stay open!!

This program has been a great asset to the students, faculty, staff and community. Please keep this facility open!
Stay the course and stay open

Keep this vital program open! Do the right thing!

This is the most outstanding childcare center in the entire state. Both of my children have benefited, and continue to benefit, from all they learned during their 5 years in this
amazing environment. Closing it is incredibly shortsighted and devastating to the families whose children are currently students at the center. Please reconsider.
I am deeply saddened by the abrupt decision to eliminate the already-limited capacity of early childhood education programming at UVM. Both my children attended CCS, and as a
parent of one child who has suddenly lost her preschool, teachers and classmates and another who maintains a close connection to the teachers there, I am outraged that they
have had this suddenly ripped away with no warning or consultation. The idea that we can somehow find other childcare in a region where parents wait years on waiting lists is
ridiculous, and shows a surprising lack of concern for UVM employees you expect to show and teach, do research and support students and the campus in two months time. I
seriously hope that UVM leadership will reconsider this action, support families and children in our community, and bring back this award-winning and reputable child care and
preschool immediately.

As a mother of three children and staff member at UVM, I am disheartened by the abrupt closure of the CCS for both the institutional ramifications and the hardship for which is will
cause the current families.
I was never able to utilize the CCS as I was never selected off the waitlist, and I have always been disappointed that UVM has not done more to be a partner in the community
when it comes to childcare, since we are such a large and important employer. I fully understand the budgetary crisis faced by the University, but do not feel that leaving parents,
children, staff and students associated to CCS in the lurch, suddenly, was an appropriate move. The administration should have been working with CCS and the community (Let's
Grow Kids is an excellent resource and advocate for high-quality, affordable childcare for all of Vermont's children) well before we had ever heard of COVID-19. The abrupt closing
of CCS only perpetuates the inequalities that exist within the childcare framework, and adds to the pressures on the already over-strained system. I would ask that further
consideration is given to see if there is any possible way to keep CCS open and bring together a task force to identify ways to actually expand CCS and make it part of the solution
to the childcare crisis.
As a working mother of a young child who has experienced the challenges of finding child care in Vermont, I care deeply about the immense impact the closing of the school will
have on families and on our community, and I strongly support finding options to keep the school open.

This sudden change leaves faculty and staff in a position of having to choose work or childcare. This is the last thing the university should be doing during a pandemic. This makes
me question the university's commitment to it's core ideals.

The Campus Children's School has provided ample opportunities over the years to support TRIO students (limited-income, first-gen) in their aspirations to become early childhood
educators. This would be a great loss to the campus and community of learners.

As a Staff Council member, I remember that we addressed a necessity to open another Child Care center for UVM employees, as there was not enough places in existing CCS for
all who would like to bring their children to Campus. It never happened. Closing existing CCS is a great disappointment for young families who had this opportunity, and no hope for
standing in line for a place for their child. Once the space is occupied by other offices, hard to believe it could be reopened in future. If UVM finds sponsors and funds to build more
buildings, perhaps it could be possible to find investors in Staff Children School on campus, and keep the opportunity for students to work and practice in the CCS, otherwise UVM
may stay only with aged employees, as young families could leave, and College of Education and Social Services may loose students with Pre-elementary and Early Childhood
major...
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913
914

UVM staff
6/3/2020 13:03:55 Jennifer Garrett-Ostermillerjennifer.garrett-ostermiller@uvm.edu
UVM staff
6/3/2020 13:22:10 Maggie Lee
mlee21@uvm.edu

915
916

6/3/2020 13:29:32 Susan Munkres
6/3/2020 13:49:48 Matthew B. Yu

UVM staff
susan.munkres@gmail.com
UVM staff
matthewbyu620@gmail.com

917
918
919

6/3/2020 14:14:31 Sunday Whipkey
6/3/2020 14:14:32 Mary Claire Walsh
6/3/2020 14:34:23 Carrie Pratt

UVM staff
sunday.whipkey@med.uvm.edu
UVM staff
mary-claire.walsh@med.uvm.edu
UVM staff
carrie.pratt@Uvm.edu

920
921
922
923
924

6/3/2020 14:36:50
6/3/2020 14:37:35
6/3/2020 15:01:46
6/3/2020 15:06:09
6/3/2020 15:09:26

Dorothy Dickson
Vinícius Vargas
Patricia Lutton
Haydee Miranda
Mindy Kear

UVM staff
dorothy.dickson@med.uvm.edu
UVM staff
vvargas@uvm.edu
UVM staff
Patricia.Lutton@med.uvm.edu
UVM staff
hmiranda@uvm.edu
mindy.kear@med.uvm.eduUVM staff

925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949

6/3/2020 15:18:35
6/3/2020 15:34:32
6/3/2020 16:00:11
6/3/2020 16:05:37
6/3/2020 16:26:03
6/3/2020 16:29:39
6/3/2020 17:07:43
6/3/2020 18:22:26
6/3/2020 18:31:21
6/3/2020 18:58:32
6/3/2020 20:05:14
6/3/2020 20:12:28
6/3/2020 20:19:18
6/3/2020 20:31:10
6/3/2020 20:38:16
6/3/2020 21:10:48
6/3/2020 23:12:41
6/4/2020 0:39:35
6/4/2020 3:06:05
6/4/2020 6:55:38
6/4/2020 7:04:24
6/4/2020 9:41:16
6/4/2020 9:49:26
6/4/2020 9:54:50
6/4/2020 11:15:42

Cassandra Ventrone
Kim Hughes
Abigail Maynard
Abby Bleything
Annie Valentine
Frank Williams
Christa Hagan-Howe
Cathy Rahill
Nora King
Jeff Favreau
Amy Stannard
Joan pillsbury
Robert Dow
Naima T Dennis
Nancy Langan
Summer Griffin
Colleen Case
Rafael Rodriguez
Sharon ONeill
Amanda Broder
Emma Faustner
Sonia DeYoung
Keith Coakley
Megan Bartlett
Sarah Goodrich

UVM staff
cassandra.ventrone@med.uvm.edu
kimberly.hughes@uvm.eduUVM staff
UVM staff
abigail.b.maynard@gmail.com
UVM staff
anmattera@gmail.com
annie.valentine@uvm.edu UVM staff
UVM staff
frank.williams@uvmhealth.org
UVM staff
Christajoyhagan@gmail.com
UVM staff
Crahill@uvm.edu
Nora.b.king@gmail.com UVM staff
UVM staff
Jfavreau4@gmail.com
Amy.stannard@uvm.edu UVM staff
UVM staff
Joan.pillsbury@uvmhealth.org
UVM staff
Rdow@uvm.edu
UVM staff
ntdennis@gmail.com
Nancy.langan@uvm.edu UVM staff
summergriffin@gmail.com UVM staff
UVM staff
Colleen.case19@gmail.com
UVM staff
raf.rodriguez320@gmail.com
UVM staff
grayoak2@msn.com
Abroder14@gmail.com UVM staff
UVM staff
Emmafaustner@yahoo.com
sonia.deyoung@gmail.comUVM staff
UVM staff
Kcoakley@uvm.edu
megan.bartlett@uvm.edu UVM staff
UVM staff
sgoodric@uvm.edu

950
951
952
953
954

6/4/2020 11:50:23
6/4/2020 12:34:01
6/4/2020 13:11:39
6/4/2020 14:39:23
6/4/2020 23:37:08

Matthew Burke
Phoenix M Crockett
Willie Tobin
Reem Aboushousha
Dawn Pelkey

matthew.burke@uvm.edu UVM staff
phoenix.crockett@uvm.eduUVM staff
UVM staff
wtobin@uvm.edu
UVM staff
reemaboushousha@gmail.com
whitetale@myfairpoint.net UVM staff

D

E
This is a vital resource. Access to childcare is already sparse in Chittenden County. This closure feels short-sighted and leaves a gaping hole, affecting many families and
employees.
We send a powerful signal of our disregard for gender equality when we remove - with no consideration - the supports that allow women (who still bear the disproportionate work of
unpaid care) to be fully participatory members of our community, and when we show our undergraduates that early childhood education is a useless, pointless field, to be cast off
when not expedient.
I feel the closure of the school was surprising and very abrupt. I was surprised that UVM would hit the families of staff and faculty so harshly at an already trying time. They are left
stranded. There must be a better way for the university to save money than to leave these families scrambling for care of their children.

Finding childcare is tricky at the best of times. Currently it is beyond difficult if not impossible, particularly with such a large group of families scrambling to find care at short notice. I
realize cost cuts need to be made, but I'm shocked and disappointed that the University would throw it's employees a curve ball such as this. The abrupt situation thrust upon UVM
families without warning is devastating, and surely in no-one's best interest.

It is VERY IMPORTANT and CRITICAL to reopen to support our staff and faculty when so many other stresses, many related to their jobs, have been added to their daily lives.
You CANNOT say the University is doing everything to support the health and well being of faculty and staff in these difficult times of change if you close the child care facility!!

955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966

6/5/2020 0:46:48 Robin Merritt
6/5/2020 6:37:56 Leslie Stapleton
6/5/2020 8:43:27 Ariana Chiapella
6/5/2020 12:04:49
6/5/2020 12:24:42
6/5/2020 16:48:56
6/5/2020 19:39:11
6/5/2020 23:23:08
6/5/2020 23:28:03
6/6/2020 5:15:39

Derek Coffrin
Renee Hunt
Chelsey Stack
lynn bessette
Maggie Lambert
Rand-Lynn Crowther
Alyssa Consigli

6/6/2020 6:53:44 Wendy Spargo
6/6/2020 7:15:45 Joanne M Barrows

robin.merritt4@gmail.com UVM staff
Leslie.stapleto@gmail.comUVM staff
ariana.chiapella@uvm.eduUVM staff
UVM staff
dcoffrin@gmail.com
Renee.Hunt@uvm.edu UVM staff
smileystack22@gmail.comUVM staff
lynn.bessette@uvm,edu UVM staff
Maggie.lambert@uvm.eduUVM staff
UVM staff
Randi-Lynn.Crowther@uvm.edu
Alyssa.Consigli@uvm.edu UVM staff
wendy.spargo@uvm.edu UVM staff
UVM staff
jodib@nycap.rr.com

I fully support the reopening of the CCS, for the services it provides the UVM community and the continued employment of the many wonderful educators who work there.
Save this invaluable resource. Consider all those who are negatively affected by this closure.

Our daughter, Mckenna had an amazing experience last year doing her internship there as an Early Childhood major. Would hate to see others lose this opportunity.
My daughter worked here as part of her education at uvm. She loved it and learned so much. We need great places like this for kids

This is an amazing benefit and service. Don’t take it away.

This is such a vital resource to UVM staff!!
Child care is essential! If it can be done across VT, it can be done at UVM. Resources: https://www.healthvermont.gov/response/coronavirus-covid-19/schools-and-child-careprograms/ and also https://dcf.vermont.gov/childcare/providers

UVM as a whole, not just the College of Education, should be supporting the Campus Children's School and the state's commitment to early childhood education by finding a way to
keep this on-campus school open. This is not an academic unit, this is a university and medical center community and service. The shortage of early learning education centers in
the state means that people who want to join or remain in the workforce cannot. As the largest employer and university in the state of Vermont, UVM must do better.

We were on the waitlist for our son expected in October. While our position wasn’t guaranteed, we’re now left to complete for less optimal, more expensive placement at other
childcare centers. Very stressful and disappointing.

It is well known that quality daycare is very difficult to find in Vermont. So, to simultaneously reduce staff salaries, forewarn of other austerity measures, and add the stress of
dislocation from a trusted daycare provider truly compounds the pain of coping in these times.
Please do not add additional stress on these families.
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967
968
969
970

A
6/6/2020 7:53:02
6/6/2020 9:36:50
6/6/2020 23:01:42
6/7/2020 7:07:42

971

6/3/2020 13:38:46 Veronica Darrragh

972

B
Kerry Swift
John Marcus
Christine Massey
Cara Feldman Hunt

6/2/2020 16:35:40 Summer Xie

C
D
UVM staff
Kswift@uvm.edu
UVM staff
jmarcus@uvm.edu
UVM staff
christine.massey@uvm.edu
Carafeldhunt@gmail.com UVM staff
UVM staff, Community
member
veronica.darragh@med.uvm.edu

Ke.xie@uvm.edu

UVM staff, Current CCS
teacher
UVM staff, Parent of 2
children who are CCS
alumni
UVM staff, Parent of 30
year old alum of CCS
and Early Care and
Education advocate
UVM staff, UVM Alum
UVM staff, UVM Alum

973

6/3/2020 11:02:11 Holly Buckland Parker

Holly.Parker@uvm.edu

974
975
976

6/3/2020 19:46:50 Cheryl Farnum
6/2/2020 13:27:43 Deb McAdoo
6/3/2020 8:58:14 Loren Dow

Cfarnum@uvm.edu
dmcadoo@uvm.edu
Lorenbdow@gmail.com

977
978
979
980
981

6/3/2020 13:49:07
6/3/2020 15:42:03
6/3/2020 15:51:25
6/3/2020 19:19:29
6/3/2020 20:48:24

Haley Smola
Benjamin McElvany
Kim Surwilo
Amy Bielawski-Branch
April Christendon

Hsmola917@gmail.com UVM staff, UVM Alum
UVM staff, UVM Alum
Benjamin.McElvany@med.uvm.edu
UVM staff, UVM Alum
ksurwilo@uvm.edu
UVM staff, UVM Alum
amy.bielawski-branch@uvm.edu
UVM staff, UVM Alum
aprilchristenson@yahoo.com

982
983
984
985
986

6/3/2020 20:54:10
6/3/2020 21:00:34
6/3/2020 21:24:55
6/6/2020 10:16:14
6/6/2020 13:00:48

Tiffany Sharp
Liz McElhinney
Sebastian Ventrone
Amanda Gustafson
Alex

Tiffany.Pelkey@uvm.edu UVM staff, UVM Alum
UVM staff, UVM Alum
elizabeth.mcelhinney@gmail.com
UVM staff, UVM Alum
Sbv155@yahoo.com
UVM staff, UVM Alum
agustafs@bsdvt.org
Rand.alex55@gmail.com UVM staff, UVM Alum

987

6/3/2020 12:11:58 James Barr

988

6/3/2020 12:27:24 Keith Williams

989

6/2/2020 12:58:14 Katherine Hall

990

6/4/2020 15:28:44 Elizabeth Doran

991
992

6/2/2020 14:10:44 Krista Balogh Corran
6/4/2020 6:29:20 Carlie Reen

993

6/2/2020 18:09:34 Stephanie Douglas

994

6/2/2020 17:33:41 Emily Hagan-Howe

995

6/3/2020 13:29:41 Queena Hoang

996

6/4/2020 22:14:51 Lauren N Akin

997

998

6/3/2020 6:24:30 Heather Duhamel

6/2/2020 22:23:38 Michelle Lewis

UVM staff, UVM Alum,
Community member
UVM staff, UVM Alum,
Community member
kmwillia@uvm.edu
UVM staff, UVM Alum,
parent of olders south
student
kkmcginn@alumni.bentley.edu
jim.barr@uvm.edu

elizabeth.doran@uvm.eduUVM staff, UVM faculty
UVM staff, UVM faculty,
UVM Alum
kbalogh@uvm.edu
UVM staff, UVM student
Creen@uvm.edu

E

This school doesn't only mean a job to me, it is a place where I grow as an educator, a place that I dreamed working since I first started as an internship student, and a place I call
home. As for an early childhood professional, the pain I feel goes beyond loss of a job, but the ignorance of the importance of Early Childhood Education as the most fundamental
element for a society.
Please please do not close this wonderful school. It is a life line in our UVM and burlington community. It has long been an steller example of what early childhood education can be
if approach in a loving, caring, and education manner. I was one of the parents who went with the teachers on a school tour in Italy in 2003. I will never forget my experiences with
the team in Italy and the wonderful community that is a pillar of the CCS. I have many experiences to share and would be happy to speak to anyone who would like to hear why this
school is so important to me and so many others at UVM and beyond.

To suddenly close one of the fairly limited progressive, high quality child care centers in Vermont which serves an important part of training UVM students as well as peace of mind
for parents of young children is reprehensible. I was shocked to hear this news and am adamantly opposed to the decision to do so.
Is there something less critical to staff (child care) that can be cut?

The Campus Children’s School changed my life for the better. It is an incredibly magic place that people should continue to experience. UVM would not be the same without it.
Please open the school back up so essential members of the public health response can actually go to work
Please keep this valuable resource open!!
CCS is a unique and amazing center. The teachers are top notch and the student workers are some of the best campus had to offer. To take this away is doing our youngest
learners, the teachers, staff and UVM community a disservice. We need childcare to work, and our children deserve a safe, loving place to go while we do so! Please reconsider
the closing of CCS!

CCS provides kids with a unique and immersive approach to pre-school.We should voice loud to keep it from closing!
This has been a valuable asset for our employees with child care needs. Having this program allows for better employee work performance and schedules adhered to due to the
convenience of location and pricing. Not having this is causing significant challenges in those employees returning to work or creating the plan to return in the future. Please
reconsider this decision.

Providing on-site, high quality child care is a necessary and vital investment in ensuring an equal and diverse workforce into the future. Early career academics, in particularly
women, face numerous hurdles in starting a family and ensuring career success and the current disregard for the role the UVM campus children's center plays in supporting those
members of our community is egregious and short sighted. Further, the insinuation as just cause for closure that the UVM Campus Children's Center does not serve a large
number of UVM families is patently false and misleading since my own experience suggests long wait lists (years longer than childhood) that under serve all but those in tenured
faculty lines and subsequent siblings.

UVM staff, UVM student,
Community member
Stephaniedouglas@kw.com
UVM staff, UVM student,
Emily.howe28@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM staff, UVM student,
qhoang1230@gmail.com UVM Alum
UVM staff, UVM student,
UVM Alum
lionakin@gmail.com
UVM staff, UVM student,
UVM Alum, Community There are viable ways to work with our Vermont community (LGK, ELI Burlington etc.) to transition this essential program in ways that work for both families and the University that
member, Adjunct ECE
are safe and sustainable. This community is vibrant and resilient.
heather.duhamel@yahoo.com
UVM staff, UVM student,
UVM Alum, Community
member, Former UVM
Children’s School
workstudy, student, grad
and lab school teacher
michellecouche@hotmail.com

Please do not let this precious gem of a school and community center go. It is respected and meaningful both locally and globally. Families, children, educators, communities and
leaders need to come together more than ever to demonstrate our values. I was sincerely in tears at this news, as a former mentor teacher and Grad of this program. I take great
pride in having been a part of this program and for the blessings of what I was able to learn and share. As a local mom of three during a pandemic, I’ve never been more grateful
for early childhood education and community connection. I hope UVM does not make this enormous mistake to end a special and essential program. Children, families and
educators should be protected especially now and always...this deserves to be figured out immediately and with the utmost of care.
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A

B

999

6/3/2020 19:17:42 Mia Jones

1000
1001
1002

6/3/2020 17:37:12 Roz Bidad
6/2/2020 17:46:52 Quin Gonell
6/2/2020 18:08:08 Kirsten Tracy

1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013

6/2/2020 21:41:31
6/2/2020 23:08:18
6/2/2020 23:13:24
6/2/2020 23:27:34
6/2/2020 23:32:39
6/2/2020 23:33:12
6/2/2020 23:41:35
6/2/2020 23:48:10
6/2/2020 23:51:37
6/3/2020 0:28:31
6/3/2020 0:33:48

C

D

UVM student
Devon Canastra
devon_canastra@yahoo.com
UVM student
C. V. Dolan
cvdolan@uvm.edu
UVM student
Emalee sprague
Easpragu@uvm.edu
UVM student
Nyria “RiRi” Stuart-Thompson
nstuartt@uvm.edu
Hannah Lefevre
hannah.lefevre@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
Alex Howe
ahowe5@uvm.edu
UVM student
Zmira Stouber
zstouber@uvm.edu
Mechelle Rucker
Mechelle.rucker@uvm.eduUVM student
UVM student
Moirha
Msmith37@uvm.edu
UVM student
William Loshusan
willlo889@gmail.com
UVM student
Kelsey Deemer
kdeemer@uvm.edu
UVM student

1014

6/3/2020 1:02:43 Pamela Tetteh

Ptetteh@uvm.edu

1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023

6/3/2020 1:03:06
6/3/2020 1:09:09
6/3/2020 1:10:41
6/3/2020 1:12:02
6/3/2020 1:44:21
6/3/2020 4:36:12
6/3/2020 6:54:38
6/3/2020 7:01:53
6/3/2020 7:28:58

hebertgabie@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
Josephine.rimmer@uvm.edu
UVM student
Erik.brown@uvm.edu
UVM student
nbohrs@uvm.edu
UVM student
Mpelaezs@uvm.edu
keelyalyons@gmail.com UVM student
Emma.vanacore@uvm.eduUVM student
Ella.mccarthy@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
Maia.hendrickson@uvm.edu

Gabrielle Hebert
Josie Rimmer
Erik brown
Nathaniel Bohrs
Macarena Pelaez
Keely Lyons
Emma Vanacore
Ella McCarthy
Maia Hendrickson

Becca Raymon
Emily Collins
Praise
Emma
Ella Spencer
Simran Saini
Caleb Buerger
Anna Charland

UVM student
braymon@cesvt.net
Emily.collins@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
Praise.iyiewuare@gmail.com
UVM student
Eeinhorn@uvm.edu
UVM student
enspence@uvm.edu
Simransai5@gmail.com UVM student
buergercaleb@gmail.com UVM student
anna.charland@uvm.edu UVM student

6/3/2020 9:21:05
6/3/2020 9:24:43
6/3/2020 9:25:20
6/3/2020 9:31:44
6/3/2020 9:38:40
6/3/2020 9:47:26
6/3/2020 9:57:57
6/3/2020 10:01:20
6/3/2020 10:05:18
6/3/2020 10:08:56

sadie bedik-bloom
Sarah Malboeuf
Emerson allen
Skyler a.
Sophia Thurau-Gray
Regina Ruiz
Bailey Brown
Niamh Stokes
Allison Switalski
Sophie Purinton

UVM student
Szbedikb@uvm.edu
UVM student
smalboeu@uvm.edu
UVM student
Emerson.d.allen@gmail.com
UVM student
Seayers@uvm.edu
UVM student
Sthuraug@uvm.edu
UVM student
rruiz@uvm.edu
bailey.brown@uvm.edu UVM student
niamhmjs123@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
allison.switalski@gmail.com
UVM student
spurinto@uvm.edu

6/3/2020 10:09:08
6/3/2020 10:13:30
6/3/2020 10:50:10
6/3/2020 11:00:13
6/3/2020 11:00:24
6/3/2020 11:39:59
6/3/2020 11:57:20
6/3/2020 11:59:45

Annie Selle
Elizabeth
Theo Krawczyk
Liz Siegfried
Elisabeth Hartog
Thea Steeves-Boey
Quinn Lofthouse
Sarah Bassett

annie.b.selle@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
Elsner
UVM student
tkrawczyk@uvm.edu
Lizzie.siegfried@gmail.comUVM student
UVM student
Ehartog@uvm.edu
UVM student
tsteeves@uvm.edu
quinn.lofthouse@uvm.eduUVM student
UVM student
Sbasset1@uvm.edu

1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031

6/3/2020 7:34:56
6/3/2020 8:04:14
6/3/2020 8:10:31
6/3/2020 8:12:55
6/3/2020 8:35:05
6/3/2020 8:49:31
6/3/2020 8:51:58
6/3/2020 9:03:23

1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049

E

UVM staff, UVM student,
UVM Alum, Community
member, Substitute
teacher, alumni,
graduate student
Astarkey@uvm.edu
UVM staff, UVMMC ED
Roz.Bidad@uvmhealth.orgNurse
UVM student
Egonell@uvm.edu
UVM student
kirsten.tracy@uvm.edu
This program changed the way I viewed teaching, parenting and being part of a community. I learned so much and it forever shaped my view of children and childhood
development. This is a huge loss to the school, the community and to future education students. My heart goes out to all of the amazing teachers and directors who poured their
heart and souls into this program.

As a proud L/L resident, I adore the work you all do for these children. These children’s learning is just as fundamental as my learning!
Please let the children stay in school!

I volunteered here as an assistant teacher and the staff and the children are so lovely and welcoming. It’s a shame that the school was closed without them knowing. They most
reopen back up for the fall semester! Education is key to knowledge in a world filled with disarray.
I am a rising junior & I have been with CCS since my first semester of my first year as a work study student. Overtime, I have seen how important and crucial early childhood
education is. As a health sciences major, we have discussed that these years are some of what the most important which could potentially dictate their health & well being later on if
we do not take action starting at the infant level. During my time I have grown professionally alongside my peers and the staff which has been incredibly beneficial and rewarding. I
have also witnessed the profound development that goes into curriculum planning as these children are exploring interests/identities & navigating their own world through social
justice. I have made significant connections with many of the mentor teachers, children, families, & other students. Working at CSS has been one of the many highlights for me
during my time at UVM & am deeply saddened by this decision and will no longer have a job coming back to campus in the fall. Please think twice about permanently closing CCS
and the impact it will have on the staff, the children’s families, CESS, and the greater Burlington community.

Did UVM shutter all the sports programs too? I bet not. What are the priorities of the institution? This is a blatant act of disrespect for the field of early education,and to all the staff
and individuals that access the CCS and who are still expected to work at UVM. Where are these children supposed to go? How could UVM not even consult with CCS staff at all? I
am embarrassed to be a current graduate student here.

The campus Children’s School was one of the deciding factors that made me choose UVM. It exemplifies everything we learn in our courses and provides high quality education
and development to both its students and future educators.

This school is so important to the community
I worked here for my 2019-2020 academic year and loved every moment of it with the children. I hope to have this experience again this coming semester.

Many of my peers have expressed how much they have learned from participating in the schools activities, and they have a real love for the children’s school. Learning to teach
children is so vital, not to mention these children and their families benefit so much from this school. Please find an alternative to closing the school.

The children are our future. We cannot abandon the future for our present, for in the future we will have no present.
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1050
1051
1052
1053
1054

A
6/3/2020 12:01:50
6/3/2020 12:03:09
6/3/2020 12:05:09
6/3/2020 12:07:35
6/3/2020 12:07:41

B
Delaney Jacobs
Rebecca Harder
Emma Watson
Harry van Dyke
shaye

C
D
delaney.jacobs@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
Rebeccarsh2001@gmail.com
Emma.b.watson@uvm.eduUVM student
UVM student
harryvandyke10@gmail.com
UVM student
squillante

1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076

6/3/2020 12:10:09
6/3/2020 12:10:36
6/3/2020 12:14:51
6/3/2020 12:19:03
6/3/2020 12:20:28
6/3/2020 12:25:25
6/3/2020 12:31:54
6/3/2020 12:39:36
6/3/2020 12:39:58
6/3/2020 12:40:00
6/3/2020 12:50:38
6/3/2020 13:06:04
6/3/2020 13:07:04
6/3/2020 13:09:31
6/3/2020 13:25:04
6/3/2020 13:43:40
6/3/2020 13:54:38
6/3/2020 13:57:25
6/3/2020 14:15:43
6/3/2020 14:22:01
6/3/2020 14:30:37
6/3/2020 15:18:00

Magdalena Cataldo
Isabel Martine
Cate Ward
Jane Kelemen
Lauren Elrod
Sam Hurwitz
carly valko
Julie Koepp
Dennis Heintz
Mia Vaccaro
Andrew Macdonald
Troy Ahmed
Ilana
Nathan Greenstein
Breeze de Jong
Carmel
flynne fasso
Jane Lindsley
Courtney Dessormeau
Julia Lanz-Duret
Julia Amendola
Kristin Arles

mcataldo101@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
immartin@uvm.edu
UVM student
cward10@uvm.edu
janekelemen1@gmail.comUVM student
UVM student
20elrodla@muskegonorwayschools.org
UVM student
samhurwitz943@gmail.com
carlyvalko24@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
jkoepp@uvm.edu
UVM student
dfheintz@gmail.com
UVM student
Mvaccaro@uvm.edu
UVM student
macdonaldandrew11@gmail.com
Troy.a.ahmed@gmail.comUVM student
ilana.goldstein@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
Nathangreenstein21@gmail.com
UVM student
bedejong@uvm.edu
schneurcarmel@gmail.comUVM student
flynnefasso@gmail.com UVM student
jane.lindsley@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
cdessorm@uvm.edu
UVM student
Jlanzdur@uvm.edu
UVM student
Julia.amendola11@gmail.com
UVM student
karles@uvm.edu

1077

6/3/2020 15:31:01 Nick Fech

nfech@uvm.edu

1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086

6/3/2020 16:13:43
6/3/2020 16:24:59
6/3/2020 17:21:19
6/3/2020 17:32:56
6/3/2020 17:40:19
6/3/2020 18:16:30
6/3/2020 18:52:15
6/3/2020 18:59:40
6/3/2020 19:13:12

Cat
Lillie Berkhout
Elliot Van Buren
Mary Agne
Brooke Stellman
Emma Murray-Clasen
Amanda
Emily duranko
Alexis Klein

UVM student
Catherine.easterday@uvm.edu
Lillieberkhout@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
evanbure@uvm.edu
UVM student
magne@uvm.edu
UVM student
brookestellman@gmail.com
UVM student
Emmamurray523@gmail.com
abroche76@gmail.com UVM student
Emily.Duranko@uvm.edu UVM student
alexistk3@optimum.net UVM student

1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104

6/3/2020 19:19:16
6/3/2020 19:22:28
6/3/2020 19:26:05
6/3/2020 19:30:36
6/3/2020 19:37:31
6/3/2020 19:40:22
6/3/2020 19:41:23
6/3/2020 19:56:29
6/3/2020 20:51:46
6/3/2020 21:43:47
6/3/2020 22:37:09
6/3/2020 22:37:32
6/3/2020 22:39:04
6/3/2020 23:02:02
6/3/2020 23:17:13
6/3/2020 23:17:19
6/3/2020 23:38:15
6/4/2020 7:27:31

Ella Justman
Colton Cunningham
Amanda Bloom
Sandra King
Shira Palmer
Alexis
Hannah Danis
Alexa Kravitz
Ricardo Gomez
Alexandra Toscano
Samantha Cilli
Shyanna Abell
Erika Farhm
Amanda Baanante
L.J Nunez
Haley Raftery
Lauren Semack
Sophia Duffy

UVM student
Ejustman@uvm.edu
UVM student
Colton.cunningham@uvm.edu
akbvermont@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
sandra.king@uvm.edu
shiranatalie@comcast.net UVM student
alexis.rori3@gmail.com UVM student
hannahmdanis@gmail.comUVM student
alexa.kravitz@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
ricardogomezjr911@gmail.com
UVM student
amtoscan@uvm.edu
samanthalcilli@gmail.com UVM student
Shyanna.Abell@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
erikafarhm@me.com
UVM student
abaanant@uvm.edu
lnunez@eximiusprep.org UVM student
haley.raftery@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
llaurensemackk@gmail.com
Sophia-duffy@comcast.netUVM student

1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113

6/4/2020 8:20:21
6/4/2020 8:32:23
6/4/2020 8:56:06
6/4/2020 9:05:49
6/4/2020 9:14:44
6/4/2020 9:15:43
6/4/2020 9:28:09
6/4/2020 9:56:08
6/4/2020 9:58:19

Cobalt Tolbert
Amanda Grzywna
Hannah Franko
Rosalie wasser
Jack Goldman
Jessica Dion
Elijah Schreiber
Emma Kutscher
Olivia

UVM student
Bleucobalt@gmail.com
UVM student
agrzywna@uvm.edu
UVM student
hannahfranko7@gmail.com
Rosaliedw666@gmail.comUVM student
Jack.goldman@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
jdion1@uvm.edu
elijah.schreiber@uvm.edu UVM student
emma.kutscher@uvm.comUVM student
UVM student
Olivia.stern@uvm.edu

UVM student

E

The decision that has been made by UVM, will severely impact not only the members of UVM’s Early Education Program but its faculty and staff and most importantly the parents
and children who benefit from this necessary program. I ask that the children not face the cost of the university’s financial difficulties

Don’t be cheapskate administrators
The campus children’s school provides infinite amounts of good for both the Burlington community and UVM community. Shutting it down would harm everyone.

The children’s school has always been very important in our community. I’m not even an education major!
Don’t close it please!
Closing the campus’ children school is a reckless, careless decision that will have lasting repercussions for every student, family, child, the school previously served.
the campus children’s school (ccs) is the embodiment of worthwhile education that benefits all that are involved. bound by community partnership and access, the ccs deserves to
remain open.
Don’t close down these schools. It’s providing great education and opportunities for both the staff , the student teachers and the students that are enrolled. It would be a great
disservice for UVM to close down such a great program that’s giving great guidance and education for everyone involved.
I went to this preschool as a toddler and my best childhood memories surround this space!

CCS is an incredible school that is a great resource for UVM faculty and also for students studying to be early childhood educators. I hope there is a way to keep it open, I would be
so sad to see such an incredible community close.

This is such a great program that helps the UVM community. Happy to support

I was looking forwards to working with the children in the school, since I am majoring in Human Development and Family Studies. I hope that it may be saved!

At a time when Garimella is bemoaning lack of opportunity as a reason for the protests going on in our country, he has cut one of the most important early ed opportunities for
Vermonters. This is tonedeaf, unnecessary, and morally bankrupt. We know that any cuts to spending should start from where it’s most superfluous, i.e, administrative salaries and
positions, branding, and construction. #ChopFromTheTopUVM
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1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148

A
6/4/2020 10:03:13
6/4/2020 10:05:11
6/4/2020 10:06:13
6/4/2020 10:30:57
6/4/2020 11:03:17
6/4/2020 11:05:42
6/4/2020 11:08:34
6/4/2020 11:08:42
6/4/2020 11:09:19
6/4/2020 11:15:57
6/4/2020 11:23:32
6/4/2020 11:26:13
6/4/2020 11:28:13
6/4/2020 11:32:38
6/4/2020 11:45:56
6/4/2020 12:12:02
6/4/2020 12:17:52
6/4/2020 13:52:22
6/4/2020 13:54:15
6/4/2020 13:54:36
6/4/2020 14:08:24
6/4/2020 14:40:17
6/4/2020 15:05:22
6/4/2020 16:24:02
6/4/2020 16:35:49
6/4/2020 18:04:51
6/4/2020 18:53:24
6/4/2020 19:32:20
6/4/2020 19:39:16
6/4/2020 20:03:18
6/4/2020 21:33:16
6/4/2020 22:20:22
6/4/2020 22:24:04
6/4/2020 22:42:15
6/5/2020 0:00:18

B
Ari Kotler
Lynnsey Trabka
Carina Isbell
Cora Smith
emerson frizzell
Erin Adams
Alanis Papoulias
Marcus Pizer
eliza fehrs
Thaya Zalewski
Simone Martorano
Keaton Harper
Lucie Novelline
Madeline Tagatac
Ellie McGurk
Sabina Jarvis
Eliza Krauch
Addie Huth
Madison Froelich
Isabel Birney
Mer Cosentino
Bonnie Tursky
Madlin McCarthy
Jules Greenop
Megan Dunn
Courtney Smith
Chloe Palmer
max berman
Chris Gish
Clara Martorano
Kortnie
Cassidy S.
Evan Lewis
Sally Troyanovski
Kate Eastwood

sarah.eastwood@uvm.eduUVM student
UVM student
tkschatz@gmail.com
ninacscheele@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
ehbauer@uvm.edu

1149
1150
1151
1152

6/5/2020 0:13:17
6/5/2020 10:20:38
6/5/2020 11:48:21
6/5/2020 12:03:25

1153

6/5/2020 12:14:04 Dylan Streb

dstreb@uvm.edu

1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164

6/5/2020 12:20:06
6/5/2020 12:37:22
6/6/2020 0:41:35
6/6/2020 12:21:17
6/6/2020 15:35:42
6/6/2020 23:29:16
6/6/2020 23:37:34
6/6/2020 23:38:00
6/6/2020 23:39:52
6/7/2020 0:26:41
6/7/2020 0:32:24

1165

6/3/2020 13:27:46 Maeghan McAuliffe

1166

6/3/2020 21:29:00 Sarah Knakal

1167

6/4/2020 10:27:19 Shannon Thornton

serena.zauli@uvm.edu UVM student
ohseeweb88@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
Jgrossm8@uvm.edu
UVM student
rmulroy@uvm.edu
UVM student
josie.toof@gmail.com
UVM student
jbower@uvm.edu
Ray.mak@med.uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
millen.abselab@med.uvm.edu
zeynep.tek@med.uvm.eduUVM student
UVM student
Ampotts@uvm.edu
UVM student
maw356@gmail.com
UVM student,
Community member
memcauli@uvm.edu
UVM student,
Sarahknaks@comcast.netCommunity member
UVM student,
Community member
sthornto@uvm.edu

1168

Sarah Eastwood
Tory Schatz
Nina Scheele
Em Bauer

C
D
UVM student
amkdyer@gmail.com
Trabkalynnsey@gmail.comUVM student
UVM student
cisbell@uvm.edu
UVM student
csmith8@uvm.edu
UVM student
efrizzel@uvm.edu
UVM student
emadams@uvm.edu
UVM student
Alanis.papoulias01@gmail.com
marcuspizer@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
efehrs@uvm.edu
UVM student
tzalewsk@uvm.edu
UVM student
Smartora@uvm.edu
keaton.harper@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
lucienovelline17@gmail.com
UVM student
madelinetagatac@gmail.com
UVM student
elliemcgurk416@gmail.com
Sabina.jarvis@uvm.edu UVM student
UVM student
ke182901@gmail.com
UVM student
addiehuth@gmail.com
UVM student
mfroelic@uvm.edu
UVM student
Ibirney@uvm.edu
UVM student
mgcosent@uvm.edu
UVM student
btursky@uvm.edu
madlin.mccarthy@uvm.eduUVM student
jules.greenop@uvm.edu UVM student
Medunn431@gmail.com UVM student
UVM student
csmith96@uvm.edu
UVM student
Cpalmer1@uvm.edu
UVM student
mhberman@uvm.edu
UVM student
cgish@uvm.edu
Clara.martorano@uvm.eduUVM student
UVM student
Kmwheato@uvm.edu
UVM student
cassidysommer@yahoo.com
UVM student
evanjlew@gmail.com
UVM student
Stroyano@uvm.edu
UVM student
kateeastwood38@gmail.com

Serena Zauli
Owen Webster
Julie Grossman
Riley Mulroy
Josie Toof
Jenny Bower
Ray Mak
Millen Abselab
Zeynep
Alana Potts
Mohammed Wali

6/5/2020 23:53:15 Zachary LaPlume

Zlaplume@uvm.edu

UVM student

UVM student,
Community member

E
Our professors have families and shouldn’t be penalized for that.
Childcare is so essential for your staff and faculty to be able to work at their best capacity and help students in their goals.

Every parent should always have access to resources for their children such as childcare.
For the kids!

I worked at the campus children’s school this past school year and I am and early childhood major and this children’s school was one of the main reasons I chose to attend UVM. It
made the early childhood education programs unique and was the deciding factor in my college choice. It was also incredible you convenient to the staff who brought their children
there. Without the campus children’s school my UVM experience will be drastically altered and it is unfair to the staff and families to close the school so abruptly.

The community in and around CCS is integral to the success of both students and teachers as it provides a source of income for students, as well as necessary experience in a
classroom environment. For professors it provides necessary childcare that is increasingly harder to secure in the state of Vermont. By closing this school the UVM administration is
prioritizing lining their own pockets over the community the claim to represent and support:
By defunding this great resource to your community and your own students who attend this institution, you are taking away opportunities for change and growth in the field of early
education.

Garimella, you’re showing your true two-faced colors here.
As a human being, I think that having the children’s school on campus for both faculty to keep their kids at, and to give the students who work with them the interconnected work
study and academic environment they do deserve. I know many people who work there with their major and I know this is a huge reason people come here. We have so many
great programs and I hate to see them getting cut so easily. As a CEMS student, we are constantly given priority of funding, so maybe stop that. Give the money to quite literally any
other department who needs it. STEM is major and I go here for it, but it’s not everything the school has to offer. Please reconsider doing this. I stand for all of them!!

Petition to support UVM Campus Children's School
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C

D

E

trang.do@uvm.edu

This school is such a valuable resource for practicing students, the families of the child enrolled, and the children. When we first moved to VT, my parent's top choice for a childcare
center was the UVM CCS. We trusted the the quality of education and care of CCS than any other childcare location. This is a mutually beneficial exchange that only strengthens
our greater VT community. These families have a lot of faith and trust in CCS, and it would be a shame to see the school close permanently. For me personally, seeing the kids
around campus softens the stress of education, they are a welcome reminder of what is good in the world and how much better they will make it.
This will only harm the quality of the education that our school can provide.
I am heartbroken to hear that this is yet another financial cut made by UVM. In the little time I have worked at the UVM Campus Children’s School I have seen how hard all of the
teachers work and the connections they have formed with these students. The unique classroom environment, education and overall experience cannot be compared and is a truly
special opportunity. As a student who lived in L/L this past year seeing my Campus Children’s School students often and around campus always brought me joy and excited for my
next time in the classroom with them. I also recognize that the professors who send their children to this on campus school are able to be the best professors they can be due to the
worry free school experience that the UVM Campus Children’s School offers. I really hope this decision of closing can be reconsidered for the sake of the UVM community, the
children’s education and the UVM faculty who rely on this school to succeed themselves.

UVM student,
Community member
UVM student,
Community member
noorin.damji@med.uvm.edu
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UVM student, Teachers
Assistant at Campus
emma.askew@uvm.edu Children’s School
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Shaugenes@gmail.com
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Mayaemilyy@gmail.com

UVM student, UVM Alum This is so important for the education program at UVM, as well as for working families. It’s short sighted and will hurt the university to get rid of
Early childhood is important. Do not dismiss those who want to go into the career field. Do not dismiss the hardworking educators and lay them off. Do not leave families vulnerable
UVM student, UVM Alum unable to find childcare for their children during a pandemic.
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Rivera

UVM student, UVM Alum This is the best preschool in the state in my opinion. Please save
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Jpconnor25@gmail.com UVM student, UVM Alum
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mstopler@uvm.edu
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cefleisc@uvm.edu
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Mruss@uvm.edu

UVM student, UVM Alum
Closing CCS is a low blow. There are families, faculty, and staff that rely on this school to stay open. We are in a moment in history where education NEEDS to be prioritized to help
UVM student, UVM Alum nurture and foster young children to becoming compassionate and active members of their community. Do better UVM.
One thing that could always make me smile was seeing the kids out on their walks. I think cutting the program would be a tragic mistake, making things more difficult for parents,
taking away real life learning opportunities from education students, and taking away one of the joys of being on campus. I think the decision to completely cancel the program was
UVM student, UVM Alum both unnecessary and thoughtless, and highlights the way that the administration is deprioritizing and defunding everything other than STEM.
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UVM student, UVM Alum
Montgomery.morgan98@gmail.com
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Bailey3benton@uvm.edu UVM student, UVM Alum
UVM student, UVM
Alum, Community
Moore.mika@gmail.com member
UVM student, UVM
Alum, Community
member
asulliv5@uvm.edu
UVM student, UVM
Alum, Community
member
kamansfi@gmail.com
UVMMC
Cassondra.Boisvert@uvmhealth.org
UVMMC staff
Alana.lowry@uvmhealth.org
Flanagang7@comcast.netVermont member
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Mark.r.Mcginn@gmail.comVictory Club Member
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6/4/2020 12:17:46 Penelope Cray

penelopecray@gmail.com Wife of UVM faculty

Kathrine Mansfield
Cassie Boisvert
Alana Lowry
Sharon

Taking away this children’s center not only goes against the RIGHT that young children have to high quality education, but also ruins the authentic learning experience for future
early ed students.

The CCS is a vital and irreplaceable part of UVM and the greater Burlington community. It should be prioritized for remaining open this coming year and beyond.

There is a childcare shortage across VT. You are driving parents who are faculty to leave. This is not wise. Dip into the endowment if you have to, but losing faculty will do
irreparable harm to UVM students by denying them the best and brightest faculty.

The prudent approach would be to keep the school open which would allow for exploration of other options without exposing your employees to an immediate life altering
Experience.
Please let us preserve all institutions at UVM that support the faculty-student relationship, which is the sole reason the university exists in the first place. I believe all other functions
of the university should be pared down to preserve this function in its fullest expression. UVM families, both faculty and staff, need reputable local childcare that accepts infants
through preschoolers and operates in the summer. UVM early childhood education students need a place to practice their skills. Please don't end these vital connections that
support both UVM families and students.

